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Executive Summary 
~_/ 
In the last five years the humanitarian operati9n~ carried out by the Commission on behalf of ~ 
the Union have grown sevenfold to make the EU now the\ foremost single public donor of 
humanit;arian, aid. From ECU 114 million in 1991, the figure reached ECU 764 milliqn in 
'1994, and in: 1995 stood at arounp ECU 692 million. As in 1994, the main theatres of 
operation this year contimied- to be' former Yugoslavia .. and Rw.anda/Burundi. This 
notwithstanding, a presence was maintained in some sixty crisis.:.stricken ~ountries around 
tpe globe, most significantly in. Angola, Sudan, Haiti, the Russian Federation (Checlmya), 
· A,rmenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, T-ajikistan, ·Iraq, Afghanistan and Cuba. 
Humanitarian assistance is implemented within the Commission by its· Humanitarian 
Office (ECHO). ECHO was established in 1992 arid became fully operational in. 1993. 1995 
was therefore the third full year of operations. Although the Commission has been involved 
in humanitarian operations onasmaller scale for many years, the dimension that the pr.oblems 
Jmve taken since the end of the Cold War clearly more tha:njustify a dedicated structure. 1995 
may be seen as the year in .which ECHO moved towards completing the consolidation of its 
functions. The year saw the Office take full responsibility for all the Commission's 
humanitarian operations, as well as the essential work towards the settirtg~up of its own 
database and the adoption of a Council Regulation covering EC huma'nitarian aid. It also . 
reinforced its eJforts· in the field of evaluation, as well as its 1 policy instruments and , 
-capacity. ' · 
, 1995 saw a new Cominission take office. As far as humanitarian aid is concerrted, the basic 
principles unde~lying ECHQ"'s ~ork werereinfoicedrather than changed. As in thepast, its · 
modus operandi continued to l:)e based on the principle ofparthetsbip together with some 170 
NGOs - for the most part European- UN agencies and the Red Cross, signatories in alniost . 
al:l cases to a Framework Partnership Agreement with the Commission. ECHO aid continued 
to be granted without discrimination, on the. basis Of race, religion or political ideology, to 
benefit the rp.aily millions of human beings victims in l995 of natural disasters and ofman-. 
made chronic crises, butaboveallof civil war. 
' . ' ' 
In recent years humanitarian operations funded by the Co111;nission have taken place ·.in 
jncreasingly difficult and wide-ranging contexts, and ·1995.was no exception. to this trend. The 
conflict-related crises which accountfor the vast majority of interventions have p·roven to be 
· complex and persistent In general, ·the roots of such conflicts iie in deep ·soCio-conomic 
imbalance~, which sometimes take on an ideological or ethnic tinge. Neither· their causes nor 
their effects disappear from one day to the next · 
In many cases, the Commission assumed a key role amongst donors in sitch crises. I nvas the 
single biggest d,onor not only in ex-Yugoslavia, but also in Afghanistan; South Sudan, Liberia 
and Sierra Leone, · among others .. While tenaciously defending the autonomy and 
independ'ence of humanitarian assistance, this presence also allowed it~ inde~d obliged it -
to draw attention to conflict preventio·n and resolution issues both at comitrylevel and more 
widely, even where such issues were not prominent on domestic or internationalpolitical 
agendas~ The year saw the adoption by the Commission of a communication on the external 
dimension of human rights policy noting their relevance to conflict prevention1• On other 
occasions, humanitarian· assistance helped prevent a tragedy from getting worse. In such 
countries as Haiti, Angola, Liberia and parts of Latin America, and even in the Israel/Palestine 
context,. it contributed to fostering the first fragile moves towards peace, reconciliation and. 
reconstruction. 
Throughout the year the Commission has taken a close interest in the debate staged in the 
international humanitarian community on the need to reinforce Jinks between relief and 
deYelopment, and the discussion paper it produced on the subject has already been widely 
debated and will be developed in 1996. 
Flagrant violations of international humanitarian law sadly continued to mark the context 
of the Commission's work in 1995. Atrocities carried out on civilians in many theatres of 
conflict caused outrage in the international community and led to situations in which 
assistance was rendered difficult, dangerous and sometimes outright impossible. This 
notwithstanding, the Commission continued to be present through its partners in such countries 
as the Sudan, Somalia, and Sierra Leone, even where other donors withdrew, shouldering a 
correspondingly greater burden and responsibility. 
Even where an u11easy peace was established, fundamental humanitarian and indeed ,. 
socio-economic problems remained, most notably that ofland-mines, the elimination ofwhich 
remains a top priority for action by the international community. 
If natural disasters causein general less loss of life and suffering, they nonetheless can have 
an enormously damaging impact on developing societies. An approach aiming at 
preparedness is often preferable from the point of view of reducing sufferirig and diminishing 
the economic consequences of disasters; and this was an important element· of ECHO's often 
pioneering work in this field in 1995. 
E\'en in the absence of large-scale conflict or natural disaster, chronic and deteriorating 
situations such as those in Algeria, Cuba and Iraq similarly called for humanitarian 
assistance to alleviate the worst sufferings of particularly vulnerable groups of population. 
Outside of particular crises, the Commission's role and influence within the international 
humanitarian community in general continued to develop throughout the year. Links with the 
US were significantly strengthened within the overall context of the EU-US Action Plan 
agreed in Madrid at the end of the year. Operational and policy links with the UN and its 
agencies, especially UNHCR, but also \VFP and DHA, were also developed, in crisis 
situations and in overall planning, including support to initiatives such as ReliefW eb, MCDA, 
and IDNDR. 
Infot·mat,h~n and transparency remain a top priority for ECHO and continued to be 
de\'eloped, not only as regards the Member States but also vis-a-vis the whole array of 
humanitariail actors. The statistics annexed to the present report once again demonstrate the 
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Commission's commitment to this principle. This year also saw the finalization of the 
refugee reporting system and a new ECHO presence on Internet. 
Towards the end of the year a number ofleading humanitarian agencies and donors attended 
a particularly significant evel.'lt organized in Madrid on the initiative of Commissioner Bonino 
to discuss the problems confronting humanitarianism at the dawn of the twenty-first century. 
The event culminated in the adoption ofthe "Madrid Declaration", attached to this report, 
underlining a remarkable degree of convergence in the analysis of the major challenges on the 
part of all participants. 
The coming year is likely· to see humanitarian efforts being deployed at least on a par with 
19Q 5. ·While there are encouraging developments in some parts of the world, instability in 
others is unlikely to disappear and may well worsen. New forms of humanitarian assistance, 
particularly· in aid of displaced persons, are likely to play a key role in the Bosnian peace 
process and in calming tensions in the region of the Great Lakes in East Africa and 
elsewhere. If the destructive impact of natural disasters is to be reduced, important challenges 
are before us in· tenus of preparedness, prevention and mitigation. Links between relief 
and development have to be reinforced to the benefit of both. 
The Union's humanitarian assistance enjoys widespread support and growing visibility. With 
the hopefully imminent adoption of the new legal basis, it will enter a new phase. Yet it is 
still important to underline that it addresses ~he symptoms, not the causes, of conflict. Indeed, 
conflict prevention and resolution lie, needless to say, in the political, diplomatic or sometimes 
military spheres and require formal instruments and policies which the Union does not yet .. 
have. The task ofthe 1996 Inter-Governmental Conference will be to rise to this challenge. 
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-t Institutional Framework 
L 1 Legal Basis 
·c .· I . . ' • , ." . . . 
. 1995 was .marked; runo11g other things, by discussions with the Council and. the European 
J;?arliament over the Coqnnission propos;3.l for a Council Regulation concerping humanitarian . 
'·•· ? . " . . . 
aid-. 
Hitherto, European Union activities in this field have been cmiducted only on the ad hoc bl;lsis 
afforded by the allocation of funds within the budgetary procedure. . 
In view of the impoitance of the sums involved-- over two billion .ECU from 1992 to 
1995 - the Commission and the Member States shared the. view that the time had C()me to 
formali$e. this, ·and the new Regulation aims to·. provide a more precise legal ba$is for the 
nianagement by the Commission on behalfof the Community budgetary resources made 
available ·for humatiitarian aid, · · 
. The Commission'·s proposal, based on ·Article 110w of the Treaty, seeks notably to codify the 
Scope .and nature of hUmcll1itatian aid, the relationship£ with humanitarian p~rtners, and 
irttrod,l1ce procedures for consultation with the Member States before dedsions ar~ finalised. 
' ·- ' '" 
• · Th~ . draft regulation has. been examined at length by the European Parliament· under the 
-cooperation procedure. Parliament delivered its opinion following the first .!eading during its 
second plenary session of November. Its reaction to the Commission's proposal was very 
favourable, and most of the amendments proposed 'by it were incorporated by the Commission 
into a revised proposal3• · 
The debate ii1 the Council-showed· that a majority of Member· States sought .a much more 
. · constraining mechanism thaii the consultation procedure proposed by the Commission, wishing 
themselves to become an effective party to the ··conception, decision-making and 
implementation of humanitarian aid. The Council'$ common position was adopted at the 
· Qevelopment Council held in Brussels on December 20.1tresponds to Member States' wishes 
vV'hile pr~serving the Commission's room for manoeuvre, espec,ia~lyin emergency ~itua~ions. 
Partner NGOs have also assidij.ously followed the debate in Council and Parliament They ar~ 
clearly 1\een to ,ensure that their interests, including flexibility, speed of response and political 
i1~1partiality, are given due recognition and support in this 'exercise. They have made 
substantial efiorts in their own right to eqsure that these interests are dl11Y needed in the 
dec.ision-making proce.ss of the Union's institutions.· 
If' Parliament now endorses something similar to tlie Council's common position, it is hoped 
that the latter will be able to take its final decision on the Regulation in April or May 1996 
under Italian Presidency. 
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1.2 Emergency Food Aid 
' ' 
Together with the proposed new legalbasis for humanitarian aid, the Council received a 
Commission proposal for a new Regulation to .replace the existing Food Aid Regulation. This 
Regulation is the responsibility of DG VIII and covers food aid, food aid management and 
· special operations in support of food security. 
' ' 
The proposal defines the objectives, means and procedures for long-term food security policy. , 
It no longer refers, as before, to emergency food aid operations, which have been under the 
responsibility of ECHO since a Commission decision of December 1994. This decision, which 
completes the transfer toECHO of operationalresponsibility for all areas placed under its 
.competencebythe Commission, led to responsibility for funds totallingECU 51 million being 
transferred from DG VIII to ECHO in 1995 for implementing humanitarian food assistance 
operations in favour of refugees, displaced persons and the most vulnerable groups in crisis 
situations, mainly through the World Food Programme (WFP), UNHCR, the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and NGOs: This aid was for the main part disbursed in 
the region of the Great Lakes, Angola, Iraq and the Caucasus. 
ECHO's involvement in food aid is not confined to the crisis period, but continues in the 
post-emergency. period so long as imperious humanitarian needs remain. The transition is 
closely managed to the point where DG VIII may (as necessary) take over. 
1.3, Financial basis 
The great majority of the Commission's operations through ECHO are financed from the 
General Budget of the European Union. To a small extent, arid i11 1995 much less than in 
previous years, operations in favour of ACP countries have also been financed under the 
financial protocol to the Lome IV Convention. 
In the last five yearsthe humanitarian operations carried out by the Commission on behalf of 
the Union have grown sevenfold, to make the EU now the foremost single public donor of 
humanitarian aid. From ECU 114 million in 1991, the figure (including a special allocation 
of ECU 150 million from Lome convention funds for the Rwanda crisis) reached 
ECU 7 64. million in 1994, and in 1995 stood at around ECU 692 million. In J 996, initial 
appropriations under the "humanitarian aid" chapter of lhe EU Budget· (B7-21) were 
ECU 319.5 million. Other funds may be made available during the year depending on the 
evolution of the humanitarian situation to which the Commission may be called upon to 
respond. 
The financial position of EC humanitarian aid is nonetheless less than satisfactory in some 
ways, The main problem is the lengthy procedure required to release appropriations from the 
reserve part of the EU budget, coupled with the requirement first to have disbursed 80% of 
the funds initially attributed. These administrative requirements have sometimes proved to be 
at variance with crisis needs. 
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2 Means of action 
2.1. Framework Partnership Agreements 
In' the course of the year a further 17 NGOs and international organisations signed the 
Framework Partnership Agreement (FP A) with the Commission, bri11ging the total to 170. 
Naturally enough, NGOs from the three new Member States of the EU - Austria, Finland and 
Sweden- were prominent among the newcomers. 
Partner NGOs played a leading role in.the work of the extended Dialogue Group set up to 
review the functioning of the FP A and identify possible improvements. The Dialogue Group 
did submit, in November 1994, a proposal to revise the EPA, which was carefully examined 
by ECHO at the begi1ming of 1995. Although the suggestions formulated by the groupwere 
very helpful, the result of the ~egal basis exercise (see section 1.1) will clearly be important 
in determining the Commission's future way of working and the policy options. ECHO is 
therefore awaiting the outcome of this exercise before deciding how to proceed with the 
ftirther development of the FP A. 
2.2 Databases and. management systems 
Humanitarian assistance embraces a wide variety of scenarios, conditions, actors and 
·requirements, spread across the surface ofthe planet. Proper communication is a must ifall 
the various factors are to be mobilised with adequate cohesion to help the massive victim 
population and make best use of the available resources. Modern electronic databases and 
infonnatics-based communication and management systems have an increasingly key role to 
play, and the Commission has gone out of its way to develop such capacities and skills. 
Its first concern was to rethink and modernise its own informatics tools. Late 1995 saw the 
ope~·ational coim11issioning of the first phase (relating to financial management) of ECHO's 
new database, the Humanitarian Office Programme Environment (HOPE) under development 
since spring 1994. Early in 1996Jhe contract management modules too will becommissioned. 
Increasingly, HOPE will permit the storage and active management of all data pertinent to 
ECHO's work; 
Migration in early 1996 to the X400 Commission e~mail fa,cility (Route 400) will open up 
· new and advanced scope for electronic communication within and between services, between 
institutions of the Union and above all with the outside world: ECHO's partners and theatres 
of operations. 
The Commission's longer-term goal is to help promote international informatics-based 
communication and management tools between the main actors in the international 
humanitarian community. To this end, ECHO has been actively involvedin discussions with 
several international partners, including the United States authoriti~s and the United Nations 
Department of Humanitarian Affairs, with a view to promoting a humanitarian Relief Web 
to foster information exchange. ECHO is also seeking ways of promoting closer interchange 
between the humanitarian bodies of the Member States of the Union and between these and 
the Commission. It is also aware that Jhere is much to learn from the experiments in 
3 
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electronic datab~e and communications systems that are being carried out by NGOs and other 
international agenci~s specialising in humanitarian relief. 
ECHO went up on the Commission's World Wide Web server (EUROPA) with a range of 
information in November 1995 (see section 4.1). The address," of the home page is: 
http://www. cec.lu/en/commlecho/echo. html 
3 Humanitarian operations in 1995 
3.1 Statistical overview 
The production of comprehensive and sound statistics has been a priority for ECHO and the 
means to achieve this goal were further developed in 199 5. Such statistics are a vital 
management tool, and also serve important information, coordination and transparency needs. 
Statistics are now issued from ECHO on a quarterly basis, to which refugee statistics from 
the PISG database will soon be added (see section 4.3.1.1). A number ofthe statistical reports 
ECHO produces are annexed to the present report (Statistical Annexes Sl to S7). 
Operations in 1995 were on a comparable scale to those in 1994 with, as has been said, a 
headline figure of ECU 692 million for decis.ions adopted during the year. 
While statistics by country are available for the entire sum committed during the year, it 
should be noted that contracting inevitably continues, in some cases, into the following year. 
Statistics by partners are based on amounts contracted by end of year and therefore come to 
a lower figure. At the end of 1995, this amount was ECU 494 million, representing a contract 
to decision ratio by end of year of 71% (in 1994, the figure was 79%, and reached 99% in 
the course of 1995). 
A list of funding decisions by country is provided in Annexes S2 and S3 and by· pattner in 
Annex S4. These figures are summarised in figures 1 and 3 overleaf. In order to avoid 
repetitiveness. the amounts involved are not always mentioned in the country sections which 
follow. 
At the end of its third full year of operations, ECHO is still. at a relatively eady stage of its 
development, and any talk ofti·ends needs to be cautious. Nonetheless, it should be noted that 
the figures show a striking increase in the proportion of aid channelled through NGOs in 1995 
as compared to 1994, up from 41% to 56%, mainly at the expense of the UN system. 
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A part of this increase is probably due to random factors during the year, and in any case the 
final disbursement figures may be expected to redress the imbalance somewhat. Another part 
is arguably due, however,to a diversification of ECHO's activities as it continued.to develop 
in 1995 and as the context of its work shifted somewhat, both geographically and functionally.· 
Although ECHO wasinvolved in slightlyfewer countries in 1995, its funds were spread more 
evenly than in 1994. In this respect, if should be borne in mindthatthe,UN agencies are more 
geared to immediate crisis response, whereas NGOs often have a comparative advantage in 
emergency rehabilitation, chronic disaster relief and first steps towards reconstruction, wh-ich 
constituted a greater proportion of ECHO's activities in 1995 as it was able to improve its 
. perspective vis-a-vis crisis situations. 
· It is interesting also to see how ECHO aid may be bro'ken down by type of assistance. This 
is done in Annex S7. Unsurprisingly, and as in previous years, some 40% of ECHO assistance 
was spent on food aid. The other major items were transport, medical supplies, and local 
and expatriate staff costs, making up altogether 83% of the overall total. Communications 
equipment accounted for another 7.5%. 
3.2 General issues· 
In the increasingly difficult environment in which the Cmi:unission has had to provide 
humanitarian assistance in recent years, a number of general issues have emerged which were 
highlighted by events in 1995 and which will be discussed in this section. In the following 
sections, country-by-country accounts outline briefly the specific operations in which the 
Commission was involved and the backdrop against which they took place. 
(i) Humanitarian aid in relation to crisis resolution 
It is evident that humanitarimi assistance does not have the means to address the root causes 
of conflicts, and cannot be a substitute fm·.other measures to resolve them. On the other hand, 
it may accompany and provide breathingspace for the resolution of conflicts in cases where 
the necessary political will is present. Such has been the case in Haiti, Angola or even 
Liberia and parts of Latin America where it has contributed to restoring peace by 
diminishing the inevitable tensions ensuing from struggles over resources which the crisis has 
made scarce .. While such synergies exist, lines need to be clearly drawn if the impartial, 
neutral and independent character of humanitarian aid - so essential to its effective and safe 
delivery.- is not to be compromised. 
(ii) Linking relief and development 
The Commission is well aware of the need to ensure a smooth transition from humanitarian 
assistance to rehabilitatim1, reconstructiop and development measures as soon as possible once 
the crisis is over - always with an eye to addressing the factors--which caused it in the first 
place. Indeed, even during a crisis ~very attempt must be made not to undermine but to 
reinforce local capacity to cope and to recover. In some instances, ECHO has beellSUCcessful 
in preparing long-tern~ activities but more has to be done to achieve this aim. 
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'In; full> recognition of the inter-service character of such linkages, in Dece~ber 1995 the 
Col1lffiissicm produced .. a ))iscus~ion paper on ''Linking Relief, Rehabilitation _and 
'I)dvelopment". The dociunent wa~ ther(!sult ofajoint exercise by ECHO, DQ VIII, DG IA 
and DGJB. Before the paper was finalizecfft was further .discussed in a workshop, financed 
byi ECHO; with experts drawn from Membei" States, US AID, UN agencies, NGOs. and .·. 
adtdemic institutions. The :finaldocument, which incorporates ma11y ofthe ideas.presel1tea · 
du!ring the workshop, was put to informal meetings both of Member State Directors-General . 
fot development and for.humanitarian aid aSweil as to the Development working groU:p.· in-. 
th¢ CounCiL The document was wellreceived and it~was decided_to develop it further during. 
the.first hatfof 1996by, inter alia, including reference to linkage effort~Cby the.Member 
States before a final documenUs presented to the Development Cotmcil, due in May .. 
(iii) . · Crisis prevention 
. In~olven1ent in humanitarian assistance can scarcely fail to e~ok~ a ·strong s~nse of the heed 
for more efficient measures to address crises in the making. Not. only is this a moral · .. · 
in"iperative: it"also makes far more financial se:p-se .. However,· existing provisions·haveyetto 
proVe their worth; and ;it S{!eins ~clear that a qualitative leap forward is required.· Crisis 
prevention has both develqpmental· and diplom'!tis dimensions - as well 'as, no doubt,. a 
111nitary one on ()CCasiofts. If it is tiue that these are not issues for hUlllanitarian assistan~e in 
th~ strict sense, they can often benefit from a humanitarian stimulus, to their discussi01i. 
The humanitarian services. of the Coi:nmissi?n have often been· called upon,. in !Uap.Y ·different 
E4r6pean and international fora, to coiltribute to discussions of "lessons lear:iled" fro-m various 
fi~ld operations. · · . . , . . . 
(fv) Developm~nt ofglob~l humanitarian plansto address major crises 
M~jor cdses call for global plans, -be it in terms ,of types ofaid or geographical strat~gies and 
.·priorities: Tl~e CommissiolT has con tin ';led to develop s~ch l'lms in 1995, withi~ .which all the 
operations it finances are integrated. the added coherence and synergy thus generated have 
enabled the impact of operations . to he maximised while avoiding overllips or gaps in" ~he ' 
co'verage of humanitarian needs: Such globa:l>plans relate to a: fixed amount of funding, 
providing for· rati.onal use. of available funds: · · 
Tl~e perspective necessary to develop .such plans. is not alw~ys pres~mti11 crisis: situations, 
hchvever. Apart from the· Great Lakes regioil 'and former Yugoslavia,· such plans were ·· · · 
developed ·in Cuba, Haiti, the southern Caucasus and Iraq; {)fl the other hand, the unstable 
situations ii1 Sierra Leone, Afghanistan and · Somalia~ for . ~xamp1e; prevented their 
development. 
(v) "Forgotteli'' cr.lses 
·. T~e Commissi011 is present in a number of ''forgotten'' "crise~ - such as those in Afghanistan, 
.so,uthern Sudan; Liberia or Sierra Leone, in all of .whiclLit is the ·-preiilier donor of 
humanitarian aid .. This fact should not allow other dotiors to evade their responsibilities; .and 
th~ Commission therefore intends to continue working to draw attention to these tragedies~ 
often as terrible as others relayed In ore dir~ctly to our livill.g rooms. -
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"Forgotten" crises ma)' also be of a sectoral nature, such as the diphtheria epidemic throughout 
the former Soviet Union and the ongoing effects on health ofthe Chernobyl disaster. 
(vi) Obstacles set in the way of humanitarian assistance 
While ECHO's partners are ever more solicited by thedemands the humanitarian situation 
places on them, their work is severelyhandicapped in many parts of the world by flagrant and 
unacceptable violations. of international humanitarian law. In internal conflicts under 
conditions often approaching anarchy, civilians have far too often become the target of 
atrocities explicitly orchestrated by the belligerent parties. 
The inevitable consequence of suchdisregard for the principle of humanity is a similar lack 
of respect for humanitarian assistance. In a disturbingly long list of countries, humanitarian 
operations have been compromised, threatened and attacked: restrictions on access to victims, 
deviation of aid, theft, kidnapping and physical attacks on aid workers, sometimes even 
assassinations, have occurred. Local authorities may see aid entering or passing through the 
territories under their control as a legitimate tool to gain tactical advantage in conflict 
situations. In any case, security measures regularly hinder or entirely prevent the delivery of 
aid. 
The Commission haspaid more attention thanever to avoiding that its aid ''feed" the war or 
fall victim to it. At the same time, it is evident that humanitarianism - based as it is on a 
minimum of civilised values ; needs to be emphatically reaffirmed. 
3.3 Fonner Yugoslavia 
Following initial optimism at the end of 1994 and a static though tense siti.Iation during the 
first months of the year, former Yugoslavia was characterised)n 1995 by extremely dramatic 
. and contrasting developments. Tlu·oughout the conflict, the European Union has been the main 
donor of humanitarian relief assistance and in 1995 the Commission granted ECU 234 million 
in aid to the victims, taking the total figure for 1992-95 to ECU 1 185 million. More detailed 
statistics are provided in Annex S6. 
The failure ofthe warring parties to extend the Cessation of Hostilities Agreement upon its 
expiry in April 1995 was followed by an alarming deterioration ofthe overall situation in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina. Fighting escalated and humanitarian operations as a whole faced 
increased levels of obstruction. The Commission committed ECU 94 million i1Y humanitarian 
aid in May. In July and August tens of thousands of civilians were uprooted as a result of the 
fall of the Srebrenica and Zepa enclaves and more fighting in both central and north-western 
Bosnia: to which the Commission responded with a further grant of ECU 5 million to 
reinforce the assistance provided. 
The Croatian army offensive on. former Sectors West (May 1995), North and South (August 
1995) triggered the massive movement of 200 000 refugees into northern Bosnia, most of 
whom subsequently proceeded into Serbia and Montenegro. More fighting in north-western 
Bosnia i.n September and early October sparked off further movements of population. as 
approximately 100 000 persons fled towards Banja Luka, making it necessary to commit a 
further ECU 15 million in relief assistance. 
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In the first weeks of August approximately 25 000 refugees from Velika Kladusa (Northern 
Bihac) fled to Croatia to seek refuge and were stopped in Kupljensko. They subsequently 
endured inhumane living conditions on account of harassment by the Croatian police, who 
were obstructing the delivery of vital supplies to the camp, as well as the unsuitable site of 
the camp itself. The Commission granted ECU 4.6 million for the refugees in the Kupljensko 
camp in September. 
The fighting in Bosnia-Herzegovina resulted not only in ever larger groups of population 
beil1g moved and displaced, but also led to such movements occurring in increasingly 
distressing conditions, with mental and physical injuries being inflicted, in a climate of 
flagrant disregard for human rights. Vulnerable groups- the elderly, the disabled and children 
- were resettled in destroyed "newly liberated" cities taken during recent offensives and/or on 
the front line. Thousands of displaced or expelled civilians, isolated, lacked the most essential 
utilities and relief supplies. 
The practice of ethnic cleansing continued unabated. Brutal evictions of minorities from the 
Banja Luka region in northern Bosnia intensified from August onwards. · 
From October on, substantial progress was nonetheless made in the search for a solution to 
the conflict. The upholding of the cease-fire agreement since mid-October, coupled with the 
restoratioh of utilities and access to Sarajevo, as well as the opening of land access to the 
enclave of Gorazde, led to optimism regarding the prospects of finally reducing the scope of 
the .humanitarian tragedy. · 
In November, the Commission decided to provide an additional ECU 110 million in relief 
assistance to cover the winter needs ·ofthe 3.6 million beneficiaries of humanitarian .aid in the 
reg1on. 
The signing ofthe peace agreement on 14 December in Paris gives grounds for hope that the 
humanitarian situation in Bosnia-Herzegovina will gradually improve. By the end of th,e year, 
the encouraging political and military developments had already had a positive impact. The 
end of the year was characterised both by greater access tohumanitarian aid for victims and 
the. prospect of greater freedom of movement for civilians and goods, together with the 
dismantling of internal checkpoints by the end of December. 
3.4 Africa, Caribbean and Pacific Countries 
In 1995 the Commission spent ECU 212 million on humanitarian aid for refugees, displaced 
persons, returnees and the most vulnerable groups of population in ACP countries. 
3.4.1 1he region of the Great Lakes 
The situation in the region of the Great Lakes (Rwanda~ Burundi, Tanzania, Zaire and 
Uganda) hardly irl1proved in 1995 and was characterized by instability due to three factors: 
the presence of 1. 7 million Rwandan refugees and over 200,000 Burundian refugees, which 
represent a. he(lvy burden for the host countries and for the international commuriity; the 
frequent incursions and acts of sabotage in western Rwanda perpetrated by armed Hutu bands 
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based in Zaire, and the increasingly confrontational stance of the Hutu and Tutsi ethnic 
populations. 
Faced with such large numbers of refugees, the_ regional approach developed by the 
Commission since the onset of the crisis in Rwanda in April1994 was confirmed. In order 
to maximise coordination, speed and efficiency, the .novel step was taken of designating 
UNHCR as lead agency, granting it ECU 118 million from April 1994 to date for 
humanitarian operations in favour of the refugees and returnees in the region, to finance both 
the operations of UNHCR itself and those of a number of NGOs. At the same time a joint 
ECHO/UNHCR Task Force was set up in order to organize practical initiatives toencourage 
the teturn of refugees to their country of origin. Thus, information programmes were launched 
for refugees, and justice and- confidence-building measures were·_ also supported. A fm1her 
ECU 42.25 million fm: UNHCR to .use in the region was granted by the Coi11mission in 
November 1995. 
Within Rwanda, the Commission continued to support twenty or so NGOs working in the 
health field, providing care for unac~ompanied children, support to vulnerable groups and 
basic rehabilitation. 
Through these activities, it proved possible to reopen health ce-ntres, pharmacies and hospitals 
throughout the country so as to ensure adequate health cover for the population. Supply of 
n1edical and sanitary products was mainly carried out by ECHO's partners. This assistance 
culminated in the reopening and reorganisation of the Rwandan Phannaceutical Oftice 
(OPHAR). In addition, more than two hundred schools were restored and re-equipped making 
it possible to resume school education. 
Beyond supporting nutritional programmes for children and pregnant and nursing mothers, the 
Commission lent its support to the work of care centres for unaccompanied children as well 
as to the ICRC tracing programme aimed at reuniting families . 
. In ull its operations the Commission was careful to respect local salary levels a11d 
administrative requirements such as the need for NGOs to be registered with the government, 
·and ericouraged its partners to think in terms of the transfer of their activities to development 
organisations or local authorities by including training elements and making use of local staff. 
Some such programmes were indeed succ~ssfully transferred in this way in 1995. 
Lastly, the Commission supported the restoration of the judicial system as.well as other 
confidence-building measures within_ the country. 
In Burundi the situation within the country worsened considerably during 1995. At the 
beginning of the year the Commissionlaunched a globalplan of assista11ce to displaced and 
dispersed persons to encourage them to return to the villages by re,-establishing acceptable 
living conditions there. By funding ten or so NGOs, medical, nutritional and sanitary 
assistance was provided, ·as well as support for some small-scale housing andwater supply 
rehabilitation programmes. Despite the caliber of the partners chosen to carry out these 
programmes, their activities were hindered by serious security problems, daily outbreaks of 
renewed violence, lack of protection for their staff and difficulties iii reaching affected 
populations. Humanitarian work in Burundi became and remains very difficult. 
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Throughout the Great Lakes region the Commission has provided· constant support for the 
international organisations and NGO~ carrying out assistance programmes addressing the needs 
of the stricken populations. A specialist team based in the region regularly evahmted needs 
a11d monitored operations. 
A statistical overview of operations carried out in response to the Rwanda/Burundi crisis is 
provided in Annex S5. 
3.4.2 Angola 
In Angola the end of the civil war signalled by the signature of the peace agreement at 
Lusaka in November 1994 meant only a small reduction in the level of humanitarian 
assistance, from ECU24 million in 1994 to ECU l7 million in 1995. Access to whole· 
regions which had been inaccessible due to the war was restored. Funding was therefore 
channelled to these regions as a priority, and to the health sector in general. 
The peace process and the country's economic reconstruction cannot be expected to be 
anything but slow and fragile after twenty years of civil war. Mine clearance and the 
demobilisation of troops are specific obstacles to economic recovery. 
To meet the still pressing needs of the most vulnerable groups and to support and encourage -
the peace process, the Commission furl.ded thy programmes of twenty NGOs in 1995, covering 
all the accessible areas. Support formine clearance is also provided to NGOs within the 
limited framework oftheir operational contracts, and signifi<:;ant assistance has been provided 
to war wounded. 
3.4.3 Sudan 
The civil war in Sudan which opposes the predominantly Islamic Governmentin the North 
and the animist/Christian South started in 1983. In addition, there is open warfare. between 
factions in the South, whose loyalties are often divided along tribal lines. In spite of the 
official four-month cease~fire declared in April 1995, fighting actually intensified with 
disastrous consequences from ti-ie humanitarian standpoint as politics took priority over 
humanitarian concerns for all warring parties. NGOs were forced to evacuate sites for 
extended periods; compounds were looted; staff threatened- and some even taken hostage. 
This situation culminated in a 13-day total flight ban in November-December on all 
humanitarian flights into South Sudan instigated by GOS while the SPLA gained ground 
around .Tuba. 
It is estimated that there are 4.25 million war.o.affected persons in Sudan, of which 3.6 million 
in South Sudan, 350 000 in the Transitional Zone and 300 000 in camps around Khartoum 
(out of a total of 1.2 million forced from their homes a11d living around Khartoum). A further 
200 000 Sudanese are refugees in transit and settlementcamps in northern Uganda. 
In 1995 the Commission granted over ECU 20 million to humanitarian programmes in Sudan 
aad toassist refugeesin Uganda. Needlj::!ss to say, ittargeted its assistance in such a way as 
to m·oid "feeding the war" while ensuring effective implementation of aid programmes. 
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Programmes in the North have focused on essential needs for the displaced around Khartoum, 
while in the South they have focused on three elements: household food security (fishing 
programmes, seed-barter shops, veterinary programmes, etc.) in order to counter food-aid 
dependency and food-aid diversion while creating a minimum of sustainability; primary health 
care coverage using low-value commodities; and basic relief (shelter, domestic items, water 
and sanitation, nutritional programmes,· etc.) especially for the large number of displaced 
persons. 
3.4.4 Somalia 
March 1995 saw the final withdrawal of UN peacekeeping forces from Somalia, and with that 
the withdrawal of a large number of humanitarian organisations. Though the predicted 
intensification of the conflict did not occur, low-level fighting continued throughout the 
country, encouraged by massive unemployment, the removal of the dollar economy and 
increasingly limited access to food. Where the situation has stabilized, however, rehabilitation 
programmes have begun. In such areas a number ofECHO-funded programmes were taken· 
over by DG VIII. 
In other regions, the 
Commission has continued to 
limit funding for Somalia to 
essential humanitarian 
programmes where effective. 
implementation can be 
guaranteed. These 
programmes have focused on 
primary and specialist health 
care, supplementary feeding, 
water and sanitation, and food 
security. Partners have been 
careful to target only the most 
vulnerable groups and to use 
operating procedures which 
limit exposure to risk and the 
need for protection to the 
mm1mum. Nevertheless, 
threats, kidnappings and 
repeated forced evacuations 
have continued, and in 
November a staff member of 
Caritas was assassinated. 
The Commission continued to 
provide considerable. support 
to· efforts to control cholera 
and measles epidemics and 
funds to assist the victims of 
the armed conflict in tlie 
North West of the country. 
1995 saw the continuation .ofthe ECHO-Flight servic~ to th~ Horn 
ofAJfica whiCh was set up in May 1994 in order to tly. essential 
caq~o and passengers into • areas where no other access is possible. 
The service is primarily at. the disposal of NGOs working in 
·htimanitarian operations and is free • of charge to them. There. are 
eight~ircnr# Burrentlyinvolvedin the operation, l:msed inNairohi, 
· Erttephe, · Djibouti; Mandera and .· Lokithoggio, •- · and·-·-· serving 
humanitarian Ope~ations in Somalia, . Kenya, southern Sudan and 
Uganda. ···· ·· · 
_Although securitfconditions torced_the suspension of.tlights to 
•.. varioys•destinationson·anumberofoccasions during·••l995,.notably 
in Sudan, on other . occasions • ECHO" Flight proved to be an 
inva_Iuable asset in carrying out emergency. evacuations: 
As/part. ()f the ECHQ-Ftight .. network, the Commission also 
supported a Hercules C: .. l30 from the BelgiaQ Air Force, • which, 
basedin Lokichoggio, ai(•dropped essential food aid into·· South 
Sudan aswellastranspcmtirtg s~eds, tools, logistical equipment and 
so on, mostly into Sudan but also, when necessary, into Somalia .. 
lnJulyl995theSudanese Government barmed the BAF C-130 
and, even after considerable pressure, this decision was not 
re\lersed. As the year came to a close, there was- no. heavy .lift 
capacity in 4okichoggio, · hampering the htmmnitarian operation 
ahd(as the hunger gap approached early in the new year, this 
situation risked threatening the effective implementation .. of aid. 
From Ma.y l994 to the end of 1995, ECHO-Flight transported over 
50 000 passengers, airfreighted over 13 000 million tonnes and · 
t1ew overl5 500 hours. In 1995 ECU 16 million went to fund 
ECHO-Flight operations, including the C-130. 
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3.4.5 . Liberia 
In Libeda, despite the peace agreement concluded between the various warring factions in 
August, the overall political situation remained highly volatile. Nevertheless the peace 
accords permitted access to several regions which had been isolated for the last two pr three 
years.· enabling the Commission to fund the programmes of ten or so NGOs to provide 
medical care, food aid and dietary supplements, and sanitation. In addition, theCommission 
funded a number of small-scale schemes to control cholera outbreaks and two major 
immunization programmes to control a yellow fever epidemic in Buchanan and Monrovia. 
Besides initiatives in Liberia, the Commission provided support for a number of programmes 
to assist Liberian refugees (about 1 million) mainly settled in Guinea and COte d'lvoire. 
3.4.6 Sierra Leone 
In Sierra Leone relief efforts continued to be hindered by the climate of violence which 
prevails in the country as a result ofthe civil war. Numerous international organizations 
responded to the situation by repatriating their staff and keeping their aid programmes just 
ticking over. In suchdifficult circumstances, the Commission funded "strategic" .programmes 
(in carefully targeted areas and sectors) so as to prevent further deterioration in the living 
conditions of both the displaced groups of population and those:. living in large towns who 
depend heavily on international assistance. 
3.4.7 Haiti 
Following th:e return to power of President Aristide in Haiti, the European Union expressed 
its desire to play an active role in the reconstruction of the country. An ambitious programme 
worth ECU 23 million for 1994/5 was immediately approved. It included over twenty 
projects spanning health care, food and water supply and water purification. 
3.5 C<:nn1nouwealth of Iudepeudeut States 
As was feared at the end of1994, events in the Northern Caucasus region of the Russian 
Federation provoked a major humanitarian crisis in Chechnya and other surrounding 
Autonomous Republics. After an initial response of ECU 310 000 at the end of 1994, aid 
granted during 1995 to this region totalled ECU 26 million. A careful choice of partners, 
limited to those who could already demonstrat~ an ability to bring the necessary relief into 
the area and to distribute it fairly among all the needy groups of population,ensured the 
success of the pi'ogran:tme, the emphasis of which shifted as the population nwved and,· in 
most cases, returned to their areas of origin. What began as assistance in the form of food, 
medicines and basic shelter for up to one million affected people, developed into a carefully 
targeted programme of medical supplies for the entire population, food for vulnerable groups 
and tbe restoration of shelter, sanitation and water supplies. 
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The smns allocated to the 'Northern Caucasus meant 1ess aid elsewhere in the CIS, but the 
·· Southern Caucasus ..: Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia - continued. to bellefit ·from a high 
lev~el of support, .receiving ~id toti:tlling overECU 8.0 million. as compared to ECU 55 million 
in 1994. Distribution was n1ade marginally easier by the continued, if uneasy, peace within 
and hetweei1 the three countri~s, but the basic humanitarian problems. remained as daunting 
as ever. In additi~n to normaJhumanitarian aid.(food, medicine, relief items and shelter), the 
problem of energy supplies was tackled, with heavy fuel and gas supplied to Arm~riia and 
Georgia .and specially targeted supplies to vulnerable groups and social centres in all three 
countries. ·. 
. .. 
· .. The threeSouthern Caucasus countries were·once more. the recipients of a speCialfood aid 
programme, as did Kyrgyzstan ancf Tajikistan, although special assistance was no longer 
required for Moldova. This programme totalled ECU 197.tnillion, as against ECU 204 million 
in 1994, with.ECHO participation. at the same level in.both years atECU 35 tnillion. 
' ~ ' • \ r -·, 
Kyrgyzstan m1d Taj ikistari both r~ceivedextra humanitarian assistancefron1 the Co~ission, 
largely medical: Unfortunately, other claims left no room to conti11ue aid to Belarus an.d 
Ukraine, although these countrie~ did continue to benefit from two multi-coimtry programmes 
·:covering th~ CIS. , · · · " · 
' . ' ' . . 
The multi-country programmes continued toaddress ti1eaftermath of the Chernobyldis~ster, 
affecting Belarus, the ~ussian Federatiop . and Ukr!line, and to fund a. large . scale. 
immunization campaign. Aid ,in the wake of Chernobylconsisted mainly .in contiimed support 
for 6ngofng activities providing consumables for equipment already delivered, ongomg · 
1nonitorii1g programmes. and the supply of additional specialist· equipment. 
In,l995 the focus of the 1994 immunization programme against cmlunon ,childhood illnesses 
shifted to the fight against diphtheria, .smne 200 000 ca~es qf which were re~orded in 1994, · 
and was threatenitig to extend westw~rds intothe European Union.Agaiti aglobal·programme 
was drawn up byUNICEF, IFRC and wHO with responsibility for activities in specific 
countries allocated to the first two organisations.The Commission has undertaken to contitme 
playing a pro'minent role in what should be a three year ·campaign~ to control and eradicate' this 
and other epidemics. · · · 
3.6 Eastern E~rope 
Leaving aside foriT1er Yugoslavia: humanitarian assistance hi Eastern Europe was limited to 
providii1g ECU 1.2· million for Albania, supplementing other ComQ.lission-funded aid; , 
ii1clud'ing .the three Baltic States in the overall campaign against .diphtheria;·· and providing 
ECU 0.5 million for Romimia' to deliver food and. medical aid to hospitals·. and other 
· institutions. 
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3.7 Asia 
If the man-made humanitarian crises in Afgpanistan and Iraq continued to dominate the 
Commission's humanitarian activities in Asia, 1995 was also a year of natural disasters in the 
continent, particularly floods. 
In Afghanistan, the Commission continued to provide assistance to refugees and internally 
displaced populations, dovetailing with its other activities. Outbreaks of fighting in various 
parts of the country continued to make the delivery of humanitarian aid a complex and 
dangerous task. As in 1994, the emphasis was on providing medical and sanitation assistance 
with a view to ensuring minimum levels of health care and preventing the worst epidemics. 
Assistance provided by ECHO in 1995 stood at similar levels as in 1994 (around ECUJ2.5 
million). 
In Iraq, the Commission continued to be among the largest providers of assistance with 
ECU 24.9 million -- a slightly higher total than in 1994. However, emphasi::; in the 
programme for the country shifted as it became ever clearer that humanitarian needs in the 
areas under central government control are rapidly equalling those of both the North and the 
Southern marshes. In the North, food aid for targeted groups remained essential and 
rehabilitation of social, medical and water facilities was undertaken, together with a continued 
programme aimed at restoring local agricultural production in close collaboration with the 
ODA. 
Such is the number of mines laid in the area, running into several millions, that mine · 
clearance programmes could be continued virtually forever, and support has· continued for the 
provision of artificial limbs for. a still large nuniber of vietinis. The current 111ine clearance 
programme is being undertaken jointly with the UK. Food and medical assistance continued 
to be given to Iraqi refugees in Iran who fled the southern marshes region and assistance was 
further expanded in areas under central government control, but again under strictly monitored 
conditions. From over 90% of aid disbursed in the North some two years previously, only 
ECU 17.3 million-- slightly under 70% of the total-- was allocated to that regionin 1995. 
Natural disasters called for assistance to Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos andPakistan, and twice 
to Bangladesh and the Philippines. Refugees from Bhutan, Myanmar and Tibet received 
assistance administered in Nepal, Tfiailand and I1,1dia. For the first time, responding to 
appeals from a rmmber of partners, emergency aid was provided to North Korea following 
exceptional Hoods. in· many provinces. 
The fighting in Sri L~mka, which had already necessitated assistance in 1994, was the subject 
of two. Commission deci~ions in mid 1995. However, violence broke out again later in the 
year requiring an additional decision to assist those forced to flee the northern city of Jaffna. 
At the end of the year the threat of a major man-made hunl.anitarian disaster in the northern 
part of the island could not be ruled out. · 
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3.8 Middle East and North Africa· 
The Commission continued to provide humanitarian assistance under its overall programme 
for the Autonomous and Occupied Palestinian Territories with a 1995 contribution of 
ECU 5.3 million. Aid went to supplying urgently needed equipment and training in private 
and public hospitals inl:terited by the Palestinian authorities, and followed on from. similar 
initiatives in 1994. Palestinian refugees in camps in Lebanon received medical aid worth 
ECU 1.3 million, while the displaced and most vulnerable Lebanese populations received 
ECU 0.6 million in food aid. 
In North Africa, in response to the exacerbation of civil strife in Algeria, humanitarian 
support in the form of food aid for the Sahrawi refugees was stepped up, to a total of 
ECU 4.5 million. Medical and logistical aid was also. supplied to the tune of 
ECU O.Smiilion. 
The Commission also ptovided assistance following an earthquake in Turkey, and, together 
with other donors, made a small contribution to Yemen towards an immunization campaign 
and to assist with the aftermath of civil war. 
Note that operations in Lebanon and for· the Sahrawi refugees were preceded by specific 
needs-evaluation missions undertaken with Comh1issionfunding, and by consultation with the 
EU Member States directly interested in helping these populations. · 
3.9 Latin America 
While the principal recipient of humanitarian aid in this region continued to be Cuba, there 
was nevertheless an overall increase in ECHO activities both in the aftenl.1ath of earlier civil 
wars and in response to natural disasters in Central America. 
In view of the worsening crisis affecting the health system and the provision of basichealth 
services to the population, aid to Cuba was slightly higher in 1995 than in 1994, reaching a 
total of ECU 15 milliOii, and provided essential medical and sanitary supplies, food for 
hospitals and purification products to avoid epidemics. The programme is being carried out 
by a number of European NGOs with full responsibility for the proper implementation of the 
programme down to beneficiary level. 
The aftermath of conflicts, and in particular the weakening of the health system, necessitated 
aid for Mexico and Nicaragua, while conflict between Ecuador and Peru affected the 
popula'tion of both countries. It should be noted that medical assistance provided through 
NGOs to the civilian population affected by_ the uprising in Mexico contributed to stabilizing 
the situation, which was seen as a precondition to successful peace negotiation's. 
In Guatemala the Commission funded a general aid programme for returnees and internally 
displaced persons, closely coordinated with its other development activities. 
Natural disasters required assistance to Bolivia, which suffered from both drought and floods; 
and to Colombia and El Salvador. 
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4 Horizontal Activities 
4.1 Information and Visibility 
Humanitarian aid is one of the success stories of the EU in the past three years, in terms of 
both its magnitude and the diversity of theatres of operation. It is therefore natural that the 
Commission should want to emulate its partners in providing information and publicizing its 
activities on behalf ofthe 'Union both in the Member States and in recipient countries. Indeed, 
the impact of humanitarian activities often depends on how visible they are. 
No doubt, visibility is primarily the result of immediate response in an emergency, using 
effective NGOs or international relief agencies as partners. But it is.equally true that raising 
awarei1ess of a crisis and informing the public on the way available resources are managed 
· Me also essential elements in humanitarian assistance. 
The Commission spends a very small proportion of its budget on visibility compared with the 
organisations it finances. The latter have a further advantage in that, as operators in the field, 
they naturally often get all the· credit for an operation. In 1995, only approximately 
ECU 1.5 million was spent on visibility measures, whence the need for the Commission to 
work closely with its partners to obtain a profile commensurate with its contribution. 
The strategy pursued has four main components: the media, publications and audio-visuals, 
jo.int activities together with NGOs and international organisations, and joint activities with 
Member States. 
To target the media, this year again a press release was issued for every allocation of aid: 
over 150 went out during the year. Material also started to be regularly made available on 
INTERNET (see section 2.2). Thirdly, facility visits for journalists to theatres of operation 
\vere organised. This resulted in good coverage both in the press and on television. Some such 
visits \Vere arranged on the initiative of NGOs and UN agencies. 
The media operation is backed up by a number of publicatioQ.s and audio-visuals. 
Publications currently comprise: 
(a) This 'Annual Report', distri-buted widely inside and outside the EU; 
-- .. (b) 'ECHO News'- a quarterly newsletter in French and English, mainly aimed at a more 
limited audience within the European Union; 
(c) ··ECHO Files'- comprehensive background briefings on particular humanitarian crises, 
eg. Rwanda, Somalia, Haiti; 
(d) An 'ECHO Calendar'; 
(e) Various brochw:es explaining how the Commission operates through ECHO and 
describing some of its major operations, for example in former- Yugoslavia. 
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The audio-visual aspect relies on videos explaining the role of ECHO and giving the profile 
of the organisations and aid workers it finai1ces, plus television news cl~ps and a documentary. 
The Framework Partnership Agreement with NGOs and International Organisations (see 
section 2.1) requires them to give visibility to the EU as the donor; This is done largely 
through stickers and other ECHO distinctives being affixed to the material that is distributed 
in the field, and is now by and large standard practice. 
However, the concept of visibility should go beyond mere stickers. In the past two years 
ECHO has been encouraging its partners to include it in their media projection just as ECHO. 
does in its own. During the past year many NGOs have given extensive coverage to ECHO-
financed operations in their own publications, which have a circulation that runs into tens of 
-thousands. ECHO has now published brochures for general distributionjointly with the French 
and Spanish NGOs. Similar publications with the German and Italian NGOs are planned for 
. next year. 
To promote cooperation with the Member States, in view of the success of the 
Humanitarian Day in Berlin during the German presidency in 1994,this was repeated in Paris 
during the French presidency, while in Madrid, during the Spanish presidency, a 
''Humanitarian .Summit" was organised (see next section). In both instances this was done in 
close collaboration with national authorities and NGOs. In Paris it included a two-day "green 
line" phone-in operation and a two-week exhibition at the Arche de la Defense. 
4.2 "Humanitarian Summit" in Madrid 
On the initiative of Commissioner En'lma Bonino, a meeting was arranged in Madrid· on 
14 December, with the purpose of highlighting issues of humanitarian concern common to 
donors and humanitarian agencies alike. The meeting brought together - for the first time ever 
- the EU and US, together with UNHCR, UNICEF, WFP imd DHA, the Red Cross, and 
representatives of Medecins sans frontieres and of EU and US NGOs. The event, which all 
participants rated a success, culminated in the adoption of an action-orie11ted paper setting out 
a new humanitarian agenda, termed the "Madrid Declaration"~ The DeClaration, w·hich draws 
attention to the limits of humanitarian aid and the need to address the root causes of crises 
promptly and effectively, is attached as Annex 1. 
Although unable to be present personally, Mrs HillaryClinton, the wife ofthe US President, 
underlined her support for the event through a'video which was shown at the meeting. The 
prominence of the event was also enhanced by a messageof support from Pope John-Pauli!, 
and by the active patronage of Queen Sofiaand the interest taken by Prime Minister Felipe 
Gonzalez of Spain in his capacity as Presidentof the European Council. 
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4.3 Coordination/cooperation 
4.3.1 Inter-service coordination 
The value of individual humanitarian operations is not only determined by their intrinsic 
qualities but also by the place they occupy within a global analytical framework coveri11g all 
the political, humanitarian and developmental aspects of a given crisis. This being so, the 
Commission is careful to coordinate its humanitarian activities closely with those it undertakes 
in other fields. Such coordination covers a11 stages from design to implementation. In view 
of the need to further expand the co11ceptual basis, however, the debate on how to link relief 
and development (see section 3.2) took a broader look at some of the issues . 
.:f.3J1 Re.fi1gees, internally displaced persons and returnees 
As mentioned in the Annual Report for 1994, ECHO has been at the forefront of efforts to 
set :up a permanent inter-service group (PISG) on refugees, internally displaced persons and 
returnees in third countries, as a forum to coordinate the Commission's policy in respect of 
these groups of people. The group is also respoQ.sible for preparing the Commission's position 
in high-level discussions with UNHCR (see below, section 4.3.5.1). 
In 1995 tlte working of this group was consolidated. The inter-service clearance procedure has 
proven to work :well both as a stimulus to internal coordination and on the rare occasions 
when. for one reason or another, a proposal had to be revised. 
The PISG has its own internal database which records all programmes related to refugees 
carried out by this or that department, and suppdrts. the production of a wide range of 
statistics. The database has logged all Commission activity since 1st January 1995. The first 
statistical report \Vill be available early in 1996, and will be updated regularly. 
-1.3:1.2 Or her ·inter-service groups 
In order to iqcrease the impact of the ECHO disaster-preparedness programme, and to avoid 
any risk of duplication between Commission departments, an Inter-Service Group for Disaster 
Preparedness was created. This meton average· once every two months to discuss relevant 
issues and opportunities for further programme development. 
ECHO also participates in the permanent inter-service groups on Human Rights chaired by 
DG 1 A, and on immigration and asylum chaired by the Secretariat General. In the Human. 
Rights context, it was involved in the preparation ofthe Commission's communication to the 
Council and Parliament on the external aspects of human rights policy. 
-1.3.1.3 External relations coordination 
With a new Commission taking office as of January 1995,the Commission's external relations 
departments were reorganized, both at Commissioner and at departmental level. The four 
Directorates-General geographically responsible for external relations (DGs I, lA, IB and 
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VIII), together with ECHO and with the Directorate-General for Economic and Financial 
Affairs (DG II) now meet regularly within coordination structures known as "Relex" 
coordination. This consultation mirrors the Relex group of Commissioners which also meets 
regularly to discuss issues of commo11 concern. 
4.3.2 Member States 
Discussions with Member States during 1995 focused heavily on· the Commission's draft 
proposal for a Council Regulation on humanitarian aid, as discussed above (see section 1.1 ). 
In addition to this, working relations with the Member States were maintained informally in 
crisis situations on the ground and in consultations in various international fora, particularly 
within the United Nations system, where the world's donor community discussed aid 
programmes. 
More specifically within the Union's own institutional framework, the regular Quarterly 
Meetings, which bring together Member State Directors of humanitarian aid and the 
Commission, continued their useful function as a discussion forum. Particularly exemplary in 
this respect was the meeting in earlyNovember which examined in detail the Comni.ission's 
pending decisions for new humanitarian aid f)ackages for former Yugoslavia and the region 
of the Great Lakes in East Africa. An initial discussion paper on linking relief, rehabilitation 
and development was also examined at this meeting (see section 3 .2). 
Bilateral contacts and cooperation \Vith individual Member States were pursued in various 
forms and fora both officially and on a more informal basis, making an important contribution 
to constructive dialogue. 
It is· worth mentioning that clear support for ECHO's operations was expressed by the 
1vfembers States at the meeting of April 1995. On that occasion, most countries argued against 
cuts in humanitarian aid despite current budgetary constraints. They also called for greater 
Commissioi1 inVolvement in rehabilitation programmes and for a gradual switch from 
straightforward humanitarian aid to "sustainable programmes". 
The enlargement of the Union on 1st January 1995 to include Austria. Finland and Sweden 
brought with it an unarguable enrichment of the context in which ECHO carries out its work. 
As neutral countries with a long tradition of humanitarian concern, they have taken a keen 
interest in ECHO's work from the outset. 
4.3.3 European Parliament 
1995 was a year of intense parliamentary activity on thenies directly or indirectly related to 
humanitarian aid. 
The discussions on the proposal for a Council Regulation on humanitarian aid have already 
been mentioned (see section 1.1). It is in this context and on the occasion of one of its 
ordinary meetings that the parliamentary Committee on Development convened a meeting on 
17 October bringing together Ms Bonino, the Community's partners involved in humanitarian 
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work (NGOs and international agencies) and representatives of the Member States. The 
meeting indicated that the proposal as put forward by the Commission enjoyed the support 
ofboth the parliamentary commission and the Community's partners. 
. . 
In addition, the coml11ittee monitored closely developments in the countries concerned and 'in ·. 
their relief needs. In particular, the situation in the region of the Great Lakes in East Africa 
featured regularly on its agenda. 
The Committee on Foreign Affairs focused its attention on former Yugoslavia and the war 
in Chechnya. 
Besides ordinary parliamentary work, written and oral questions, resolutions, initiatives and 
reports,. a number of significant events were organized within Parliament. namely the public 
hearings on anti-personnel mines on 21 and 22 March; on "50 years of United Nations: the · 
humanitarian challenge" on 22 and 23 May and on "Evaluation, impact and perspectives of 
the human rights clause" on 20 and 21 November. The hearings have been a constant 
reminder of the keen,interest shownby the European Parliament in all aspects ofhumanitarian 
work. cooperation and development, and observance of human rights. 
Meanwhile the European Forum for Active Conflict Prevention (FEPAC) continued to meet 
once a month in Strasburg to discuss topical matters in the presence of prominent personalities 
directly involved in its work. · The forum enables views to be exchanged in a lively 
atmosphere and bears witness to the fact that however difficult dialogue might be, it is never 
impossible. 
Under the auspices of the ACP-EU Joint Assembly, a· Refugee \Vorking Group was 
established in 1994 (rapporteur theHon. Mr.Vecchi, MEP). At the first meeting it was agreed 
that ECHO should attend future sessions1 two of which were held in 1995. ECHO has taken 
an active part in discussions within this forum, which has shown a keen interest in the 
development of the Permanent Inter-service Group for Assistance T awards Refugees, 
Internally Displaced Persons and Returnees (PISG) (see section 4.3.1.1). 
4.3.4 Non;..Governmental Organisations 
During i 995, about half of humanitarian aid funds administeried by ECHO were committed 
for operations carried out by non-goven;mei1tal organisations {NGOs). This-represents an 
increase evenon the figul'es for preceding years,and underlines yet again the Commission's 
commitment to the partnership principle for its humanitarian operations and in particular the 
prominent role of NGOs in that partnership: they were involved in virtually every one of the 
almost sixty countries in which humanitarian assistance was funded. 
ECHO has continued throughout the year to seek opportunities for. and devqte time to, 
dialogue with various groupings of partner NGOs. in a number of Member States. This has 
b~en a valuable investment in that· it has allowed all parties to keep up to date with trends in 
hmpanitarian affairs and to tackle problems, clear up any .misunderstandings and familiarise 
each other vvith the constraints under which each has to work. 
While giving scope for joint review of policy issues pertinent to humanitarian work, these 
organised contacts proved particularly fruitful as a way of looking at the many practical issues 
involved in managing humanitarian operations. As time goes by; it is clear too that 
increasingly dose working relationships are developing between NGOs and ECHO desk 
officers and field correspondents. 
4.3.5 United Nations 
Where humanitarian assistance is concerned, the Commission's stake in the UN system 
remained very important in 1995, although figures were down compared to tl1e previous year. 
Of the total of ECU 494 million committed by the end of the year, ·l7% \vas channelled 
through UN agencies (as comparedto a final figure of 32% in 1994). This figure breaks down 
as follow·s: .. 
UNHCR ECU 46.9 million 9.5% 
\VFP ECU 29.2 million 5.9% 
UNICEF ECU 4.7 million 0.9% 
DHA ECU 0.55 million 0.1% 
UNRWA ECU 0.14 million 0.0% 
Others ECU 1.45 million 0.3% 
ECHO also contributed to the publication of a brochure on relations between the European 
Union and the United Nations to mark the latter's 50th mmiversary. 
.:1.3.5.1 Office c~l the High Commissioner for refitgees (UNHCR) 
UNH CR is by far the Commission's. most irriportant ·single operational partner in delivering 
humanitarian assistance, and the converse is also true (in 1994, the Commission financed an 
estimated 22% of UNHCR's budget, of \Vhich the lion's share came from ECHO). 
Indeed, support to UNHCR in1995 went beyond simple financing of operations to encompass 
wide-ranging policy discussions and coordination initiatives, exemplified by the case of 
R\vanda/Burundi (see section ?). 
This symbiotic relatimiship has found expression in the establishment of a.high-level group 
which met for l'he second time in May 1995. All rdevant Commission and UNHCR 
departments take part in this structured dialogue, \vhich is chaired by ECHO. 
Not limited to this context, constant dialogue and policy discussions with UNHCR at all levels 
and ·in various fora led to the development of targeted strategies and a good deal of 
convergence in the analysis of needs and priorities. 
, 
In summary. as far as the operations funded by the Comri1ission are concerned, UNHCR has· 
pi-oven to be an efficient implementing agency and relations between the tw0 are good. to 
such an extent that it could be sai.cl that their relationship has been and is a major contributory 
factor to a more efficient international humanitarian relief effort. · 
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4.3.~.2 \ DHA (Department ofHumanitarian A./Ja}rs) 
. -
' ; ' . . 
The Commission has. cohtinue.d to. follow ·with interest DHA 's efforts to become an effective 
·• coordinating instrument within the overall UN humanitarian system. Some recent discu&sions 
in the l'evitalised Inter-Agency Steering Committee· hold out the hope of specific progresk .. · 
· \vith respect to issues such as .internally displaced persons and the use of military and civil 
defence assets in humanitarian operations (MCDA). 
g.elfitions wfth bHA have been good, concentrating specificallyon the JviCDA project and· 
discussions over the developmeilt of.the ReJietweb concept. Work has also proceeded on the 
IDNDR project supported in 1994 (see section4.5). Training and standing procedures for air 
operations were-supported under tli.eMCDA projectii11995, followed by.additional support, 
agteed upon towards the ei1d of the year, for the development of a register of assets. ECHO 
has. participated in and closely.moriitored. work in the MCDA steering committee. .. 
Another area of cooperatidn with' DHA 'has been ii~ the context of the S()-called. · Escro1i' 
· account, a· facility set up by the US govetmnent which enables bHA to carry out 
T1umanitarial1 assistaiice operations in Iraq by providirigit with ~ounterpart funds releas.ed frml1. 
ti·ozen-Iraqi assets. equivalent to the pledges of othe; d.onors. - . . .. · 
-1.3:5.3 World Food Progra;nme (WFF). 
In <1995, WFP v .. :as once again a ·very important operational partner in delivering the 
Commission;s humanitarian assistance. The operational . problems hjglllighted J.n 1994, 
however, have not beenc solved. Specific· Jaili11gs have. been highlighted in external 
ev~luations commissioned by ECHO, notably in Tajikistan. . · ·· 
. . 
\VFP' s structure has been .slow in adapting. i~self to the requirements of 11andlin.g emergency 
aid. ;:r fact which has been observed also, by. n1any other donors and by \VFP's ow1l. extenial 
audits. On the other hand, the organization has considerable strengths \vhen it comes to 
deliv~ring large'-scale food aid, e.g. i11 Rwanda/Burundi. · ·.··~ 
WFP signed a FramewotkPartne,rship Agreement wi.tJl the Commission i1i May :1995, anci· 
high~ level contacts were pursued througl1out tht:; year witha view to ironing out some of the 
operational difficulties, not without some progr~ss. · 
-1.3.5.-1 United Nations Childre1i 's Fund (Unicej) 
·A $maller ·bot. still significant partner. Contacts with Unicef were also freqtienfthroughout 
. the year. Re,lations are set· to develop f'ollowing•t~1e ·signing of a Hame\vork Partnership 
Agreen1ent between the·. two .. parties·. on 29 June 1995. ·. Unicef's Executive _pirector; 
Mrs ·Bellamy, came lo Brt1ssels for the occasion, ana.·this provided the opportunity for a 
. fruitful exchange of views betwe~n herself and Ms Bonino. . · · 
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4.3.6 United States 
. . . . -
·oood relations with the US in the field of humanitarian assistat).ce are a natural priority fqr · 
the Commission in .view .of the fact that the EU, its Member States~ arid the US together 
accounted. for some 86% of all official humanitarian aid in 1994 .. Links already established. 
in 1.994 were strengthened i~ 1995. . . 
.. Aloi1gside regular exchanges ofi'Uformation and contacts ~t working level, dialogue on matters 
of mutual interest iii' the humanitarian field was pursued through high~Ievel consultations 
between.the Commission and the, Alllericans. On 24 arid 25 Jvi;:ty Ms Bonino had very fruitful 
· meetings in Washingto1l.with Mrs Clinton, •us politicians and. high~ranking officials from the 
State Department and from. the Agency .for International Development (USAID). ·A further · 
. 'high level m~eti!Jg between tl1e Commission alld US AID was arranged on 21 ~22 September 
in Brussels, in which ECHO took an active part. Oh this occasion, agreeinent wasreached to 
COOperate Ofl a·IlU1llber of joint_ COncern~.· • 
. . 
Partly as a result, humanitarian aid and related issues ;ere .also identified· as one ~f the -
priority areas .for closer overall relations between the EU and. the -US in the . context of 
transatlantic dialogue. This was expressed in the drawing up of a Joint EU.:.us Action Plan, 
· . which was released at the EU~US._Summit of 3 December: The. PlarJ, covers manx specific 
humanitarian concerns, including peace and recons.truetiot1 in former Y~goslavia. and the · 
Middle East, prevet1tive, diplon1acy, develppinent assistance, human rights, democracy, asylum 
and refugeejssues, nuclear safety and health. The Plan also foresees the 'setting-up of a High-
Level . Consultative. Group on Development Co,.pperation and Humanitarian Assistance with 
a .. wide mat1date, ipcluding all of the. areas identified at· tbe meetings with US AID 111 
September (see Annex 3). 
To improve the exchange of information; the Commission continues.· to·· work together with' 
the US in attempting to set up a globaL financial tracking system for humanitarian aid. , 
.. P~·d blem~ with collecting data frol'n the various US: departments responsiblefor hUinanitarian . 
. aid which would be comparable with. Commission statistics mean, howeyer, that the picture 
·'1s still very incomplete. . . 
.4.3.7 Other third countries and iilternational'and,reg'ional organisations 
.-/.3. 7. j Othel~ third countrie-s 
Follo-wing contacts in 1994 when membership of the Union was Ul~der con~idenitiori~ the 
Commission has maill.tained a working. relationship with aid authorities 111 Nonvay, 
. traditionally a country with significant involvement in humanitarian issues. 
. . 
Prelimin~ry contacts were also pursued with Canada during the year and are likely to be 
intensified in 1996. 
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4.3. 7.2 Red Cross 
An important partner of ECHO's is of course the Red Cross, guardian of the Geneva 
Conventions of 1949. Close working relationships were was maintained and even intensified 
in 1995, both with the International Committee (ICRC), the International Federation of 
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) and national Red Cross Societies. Regula!' 
planning and policy meetings with these two partners have been organized so as to capitalize 
on their expertise in complex humanitarian situations. 
During 1995 the Commission contributed ECU 40.4 million towards ICRC activitiesto pmtect 
prisoners and their basic rights, trace family members and missing persons, and implement 
numerous medical and first aid programmes, most notably in Rwanda and Burundi. 
Through its liaison office in Brussels, in 1995 the IFRC was· able to reinforce coordination 
~ ' 
between national Red Cross societies involved in ECHO operations, and remained an 
important operational partner in its own right. 
4.4 Evaluation 
The year was marked by growing interest on the part of the Member States and of ECHO's 
partners in the evaluation ofhumanitarian aid operations and its methodology. This coincided 
with the Commission's resolve to evaluate its activities in all fields under the "Sound and 
Efficient Management 2000'' initiative launched by the new Commission. 
ECHO has been among the first in responding to the challenge of evaluation, while bearing 
in mind the very specific nature of its own work. Good progress was made in 1995 both in 
finalizing an updated methodology which would fitin with ECHO's needs and its own modus 
operandi as well as those of its partners, and increasing the overall number of evaluations 
carried out. With the publication of a methodological manual containing practical and 
systematic guidelines for evaluating humanitarian aid, the first phase is now over. This 
handbook will not only setve the needs of the Commission, but also those of its partners and 
indeed of all those involved in humanitarian Work. 
The Commission continued to evaluate operations funded by the EU and implemented by 
NGOs or UN agencies. Accordingly, operations carried out by 46 NGOs and by 5 UN 
agencies were evaluated in the course of the year. The evaluations covered all types of 
programmes and all theatres of operation. 
Having developed its own evaluation methods, the Commission has acquired sufficient 
experience to evaluate its own programmes, and inparticular those in Southern Caucasus and 
Iraq. Evaluation has enabled the Commission to obtain first-hand information on the socio-
economic situation and on the impact of its work in each sector (medicaL food, aid, etc.) with 
a view to improving the targeting of its activities in those regions., 
For instance, the evaluation of an immunization campaign in Southern Caucasus, Ukraine, 
Russia and Belarus carried out by different partners has enabled the Commission to identify 
the pros and cons ofthe various methods. In addition, in 1995 the Commission for the first 
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time evaluated 12 disaster-preparedness operations in Africa, Latin America and Southern 
Asia. 
Besides looking closely at the effectiveness of relief operations, the Commission has carefully 
monitored the impact of its initiatives, ·in particular orr health indicators, the local market, the 
environment and on local institutional capacities throughout its evaluation effort, and has 
considered the need for continued funding of relief operations in the region. . 
Despite the large number of evaluations carried out, it is too early to draw meaningful 
conclusions at this stage, since humanitarian operations differ widely reflecting as they do the 
complex and very specific situations in which they are carried out. The Commission sees to 
it that evaluation results are extensively discussed with its partners. Generally speaking, it 
could be said that a sound partnership is being built since the role of evaluation is well 
understood and its findings are an effective way of obtaining better results. 
4.5 Disaster Preparedness 
ECHO's Disaster Preparedness Programme, begun in 1994, was consolidated in 1995 and 
received increasing attention from international organizations and NGOs active in both 
emergency and development programmes. The budget reserved for disaster-preparedness 
activities in 1995 amounted to ECU 4.2 million. · 
ECHO started supporting 27 Preparedness and Prevention projects in Africa, Asia, Latin 
America and the NIS in 1995, and continued funding 6 projects which were launched inl994. 
A list of the projects is attached at Annex 2. 
In addition to the three key elements of the Programme, namely: 
the development of human resources, 
the strengthening of institutional capacities, and 
the implementation of community-based, low-cost technology projects for 
preparedness and. prevention, 
projects favoured in the selection process met several of the following criteria: 
• implementation in countries ranked unfavourably in the Human Develdpment 
Index: 
focus on the needs of the most vulnerable groups; 
complementarity to national development programmes and relief operations; 
sustainability over the long term, and environmental soundness; 
community participation/management, strengthening of local capacities, and 
emphasis on the involvement of women. · 
Besides supporting field operations, ECHO also contributed to the development of 
international policies .and awareness raising on the subject of prevention and preparedness. In 
this context a meeting of experts on "The Environmental Impact of Displaced Populations" 
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was organized in Brussels 011 23-24 September 1995. Recommendations and technical papers, 
presente'd during the workshop, are currently being prepared for publication and dissemination. 
As stated above (see section 4A), by ~he end of 1995 evaluations of most of the operational 
projects had been conducted. Most ofthe evaluations have shown very positive results, despite 
modest financial support and often a small geographical impact area. Evaluators have praised 
the projects' cost -efficiency, their being rooted in local resources and their effective potential 
in preventing or. mitigating disaster. 
The Comi11ission' s activities in the field of disaster preparedness take full account of the 
recommendations of the Yokohama Plan of Action agreed upon in the context of the UN 
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR), in support of which it has 
played and continues to play an active role. 
The challenge for the future will be to further consolidate and develop the experience gained 
in 1995. A'particular challenge in 1996 will be to develop further some specific elements of 
the Disaster-Preparedness Programme, including the Preparedness Technical Advisory 
Committee (PREP-TAG) as an expert group to give advice on the Programme, and the 
regionally-based Focal Centres which will be set up to allow ECHO to implement training 
prog1:ammes directly at a regional level. 
As part of its mandate to coordinate Commission policies in the field ofdisaster-preparedness 
outside the territory of the EU, since March 1995 ECHO has been chairing an ad hoc inter-
service group with the aim of addressing off-site nuclear emergem;y preparedness in Central 
. and Eastern Europe. 
Following a successful meeting with prospective beneficiary countries in August, a major 
needs assessment study was commissioned in September. This study,due to be completed by 
January 1996, has the twin objectivesof determiningthe current state of off-site preparedness 
in the partner countries mid of identifying areas where assistance is needed to brin.g these 
arrangements to an· adequate level. Following analysis ofthe results, a coherent multiannual 
programme aimed at improving local preparedness systems will be developed. 
Lastlv. 1995 saw the further consolidation of the NOHA Diploma launched by ECHO 
togeti1er with DG XXII at the end of 1993 with the aim of upgrading the qualifications of .. 
humanitarian staff. Additional information qn this can be found in Annex 4. 
5 ·Prospects for 1996 and beyond 
5.1 Foreseeable needs in 1996 
No crystal balljs necessary to predict that instability, with its heavy toll of human suffering, 
will continue to haunt several regions of the world in 1996 and beyond. 
Humanitarian assistance in former Yugoslavia has acquired a dimension never yet known in 
· Europe. The internationaLrelief aid on which millions of people have had to depend during 
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more than four years of fighting has become a constant of daily life for the population of this 
stricken zone. 
The enormous material and psychological damage inflicted by the conflict means that the 
population is highly vulnerable and will remain so for a long while. Moving back to normality 
will necessitate continued external support, with humanitarian assistance remaining high on 
the agenda in the short term, while needing to be conceived so as to reduce aid dependency · 
and allow reconstruction to take over. 
The Gommission's support for humanitarian agencies, notably the UNHCRas the lead agency 
for repatriation. and resettlement questions, and the ICRC as regards protection, therefore 
remains crucial. At the same time, aid will need to be evaluated and re~examined on a 
permane~1t basis to respond to changing needs, 
A ware of the importance of the return and resettlement of displaced persons and refugees to 
the success of the overall peace process, the Commission will be increasing its humanitarian 
presence on the ground so as to monitor the situation mi.d develop appropriate responses on 
·a permanent basis. The granting of .aid will continue to be guided by considerations only of 
needs, regardless of ethnicity, religion. or political persuasion of the recipients. It may be 
hoped that this even-handed approach will in itself encourage some measure of conciliation 
between the communities. 
With the continuing Rwandan refugee crisis and the deterioration of the situation in Burundi, 
an EU humm1itarian presence will remain indispensable in Africa, especially in the region of 
the Great Lakes, but also in Sudan, Somalia, Liberia and Sierra Leone as \Veil as Angola. 
Short of any clear signs of stabilisation, humanitarian needs are likely to persist in northern 
Iraq and in Afghanistan as well as in parts of South-East Asia and of the CIS, especially 
the Cat(casus. In each of these regions, ECHO is unlikely to be able to phase out its 
intervention in the short term. 
Building on results to date, the Commission has also identified disaster preparedness and 
prevention as a special priority for ECHO's work in 1996. Well-chosen activities in this field 
have proven their etTectiveness and value many times over. 
ECHO will also continue to liaise closely with other Commission departments and relevant 
outside bodies to ensure that humanitarian concerns are addressed _in a timely and effective 
fashion. This includes contributing to discussions aimed at establishing links between relief 
and development and making sure thac integrated Commission strategies vis-a-vis third 
countries take sufficiently into account the risk of disasters and the need to act to prevent 
them. as well as to be ready when disaster does strike. 
5.2 Conclusions and future strategy. 
If is evident that ECHO operates in an environment where speed of response and efficiency 
are of the essence. Its activities enjoy ever-increasing visibility and w·idespread support 
· amongst the general public. It has become a leading partner for the major international 
organisations dealing with humanitarian relief and the many NGOs representing the 
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commitment and concern of ordinary dtizensfaced with enorm~ushumanitaiian needs. It has 
acted a~ a powerful force to draw the attentioi) of the EU and the internatiqnal community to 
the need for politic~il solutions to crises 'and for genuine preventive strategy. It has fostered 
the. coi1ditiqns· necessary for nioves towards peace in ri10re than one troubled region .of·the 
wor1d .. It has helped towards the affir111ation of ane\v but precarious solidarity of the rich 
. world towards the victims of d. isasters. 'It has contributed substatitially towards more effective 
c~ordination of intei"Imtional-humanitarian efforts; • · . . 
. . 
· ECHO's wm:k is about people. People-in need,whohave nowhere else t~ tunt It is a task aQd 
a cpmmitnwnf which does the European Union £redh and.gains it enonnous sympathy. · 
li1, presenting its. proposal for· a new Regulation on humanitarian aid, the· Commission has 
asserted its belief that ECHO has to carry out its work with neutrality and impartiality; guided 
ohly by the needs of victims of humanitarian emergencies .. This vision was recently eiidorsed 
by the world's major humanitarianactors'as they meti11 Madrid ori 14 December. Inadopting 
their comri1on position on the Commission's proposal for a legal basis, the Mem~r States 
. have also affirtl.1ed that they share that vision and wish to be an active party iil translating it. 
iruo action. 
ll~ this spirit, the Commission intends to continue fostering iis relations with the US :and 
bringi11g_ issues connected with the ,UN and other hrirnanitarian partners into focus so as to 
develop this'model of cooperation further .. There is ~need for relations to be built upw~th 
. cbtmtries which already share or are desirous of sharing in the intentational humariitariari ·· 
relief effort and, of course, are in aposition to do so. . 
i ' . ~ ' 
.1996 will aiso see the openingc of the I~lter-Govemmental Conference. (IGC) intended to 
r'eview the fupctioning of the· Maastricht Treaty and prepare the necess~ry treaty changes; 
i1otably, to allow the Union to continue to functh:m effectively after enlargement. The future 
development of. the: Union's Common Foreign and Security Policy, whicl~ has not, it .is · 
generally agteed, worked well so far, will: be one of the major challenges. In this context, it 
should be underlined that humanitarian assistai1ce is neither an element of foreign pqlicy nor · 
an instrument of coi1flict resoh1~ioi1, since it treats. the symptoms, not):he cause. Tl}is is the . 
p1:inciple which has guided the: Commission's work throl.lgh ECHO in the past.~nd which it 
is crucialtouphold. . ·· · 
However, the crisis situations i1lwhich ECHO is called up01i to provide assistance highlight 
the nee~{ to strengthen tbe Union's capacity to act in the political arena, and especially, \vhere 
foreign relations are involved, when conflict preV€ntion and conflict .resoluti011 issues are at 
stake. . As the Madrid DeclciratiOJ1 underlined, .. recognition of- the fact that huli1anitarian . 
assistance does·. not have the. wherewithal to address: these issues Iimst lead to the 
determination to use .the political tools which are available. In the. case of the Em;o:pea~1 Vniol'l 
this· also mea11s reviewing the Treaty i'n suc.h a way as to give the Union sufficient power to 
act .. in defence ofits own interests, and ii:J. defence of the defencele_ss: To do so· is a·matter 
which is independe.nt froni humanitarian aid, but which is centralto humanitarimr conceri)S. 
' ,\, ' ,-
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DOC.UMENTAR Y ANNEXES 
ANNEX 1 
MADRID DECLARATION 
\Ve, leaders and representatives of prominent humanitarian agencies and 
.donors, met this day, the 14th of December 1995, for a Humm1itarian Summit. 
RECALLING: 
1..1 That in response to ever..:growing needs, global humanitarian assistance has 
increased many-fold in the past five years to exceed today 4 billion dollars. In 
1994 an estimated 45 million people depended on humanitarian assistance. 
However, it is clear that humanitarian assistance is neither a solution, nor a 
panacea for crises which are essentially man-made. This is true in Rwanda and 
Bosnia, but also in many other parts of the world, such as Afghanistan, Northern 
Iraq, Liberia and Sierra Leone, Tajikistan, and the Sudan; 
1.2 That in line with our respective mandates and responsibilities, we remain 
committed to relieve the plight of victims of man-made and natural disasters when 
and where we can, and to support and encourage local and regional initiatives to 
address crises. We will provide assistance, in particular, to protect andfeed the 
victiri1s, to organise shelter, to provide medical care and counselling and to reunite 
r 
children with their families. We will ensure we coordinate closely amongst 
ourselves and with our partners to achieve maximum impact to reduce suffering; 
1.3 That since the end of the Cold War, the world is torn by some 50 armed conflicts: 
A large number of civilians have been and are being brutally murdered, wounded 
or forced to flee their homes on a scale unseen since the UN Charter was drawn 
up. Those who cannot flee, or have nowhere to go, have suffered untold misery 
and seen their lives traumatized and, in many cases, their existence rendered more 
fragile than ever. Basic principles of international humanitarian law are often 
disregarded; human rights continue to be trampled underfoot in mariy areas ofthe 
, world; 
1.4 That too often the causes of humanitarian disasters still lie deep in the social and 
economic injustice existing within and between nations. Power struggles, poor 
governance and competition over scarce resources are also related to widespread 
abject poverty, overpopulation, and social inequality; 
1.5 That the work of humanitarian organisations is guided by the principles of 
humanity~ impartiality, neutrality and independence; 
WE APPEAL TO THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY AT LARGE 
FOR: 
2.1 Determination to take whatever resolute decisive action may be necessary to 
resolve crisis situations and not to use humanitarian activities as a substitute for 
political action. The independence and impartiality ofhumanitarian assistance 111ust 
be fully recognized and respected. This is indiseensable for saving lives in crisis 
situations. 
2.2 The development of a global system of proactive crisis prevention. Determination 
and political will are needed to address both the direct and indirect causes of 
conflict and other humanitarian emergencies. Early warning should lead to early 
action. 
2.3 
2.4 
/ -__ ) 
2.6 
2.7 
A new and imaginative commitment to developmentassistance; Crises are greatly 
exacerbated by the current decrease in development assistance, just at a time when 
it needs to be increased to reduce the severity of humanitarian crises. Poverty leads 
to vulnerability and forces people into survival strategies that can further hasten 
the onslaught of crises. As a result, crises becmne more likely and more deadly 
when they strike. 
A global campaign against hunger which afflicts one out of every seven people on 
earth. Food security is one of the issues which must be singled out in view of the 
particular importance that food has in poor rural houseliolds in the developing 
world, Not only must food production and suppl __ ies be assured but also access at 
. . 
affordable prices for the poorest segments of society. Similar attention must be 
given to the supply of clean drinking water. 
Greater stress on and support for preparedness measures, especially for natural 
disasters. Reluctance to fund local initiatives, carry out preparedness programmes 
and support self-reliance m::~.y not only cause human suffering when the crisis 
. strikes but it will also lead to much larger costs for victims and donors alike. 
Resources to bring relief and political solutions also to the many "forgotten" 
crises which do not hit, or quickly slip from, the international headlines. These 
crises, just like any others, threaten the survival of millions of people and can 
destabilise whole regions. 
Urgent steps to address the deliberate targeting of civilians .in today' s conf1icts. 
Atrocities such as ethnic cleansing, torture and rape have become in many cases .. 
tools and objectives of warfare, in flagrant disregard for international humanitarian 
law. All parties to conflict should be held accountable: Impunity for human rights 
abuses must end. The International Criminal Tribunals for Fonner Yugoslavia and 
Rwanda must be enabled fully to car.ry out their mandates. with a view to the 
establishment of a permanent International Criminal Tribunal for the punishment 
of genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. 
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2.8 Measures to aadress the specific protection and assistance needs of the millions of 
people who have fled within their own countries as a result ofconflict. Guiding 
pri11ciples must be formulated to improve their plight, and to safeguard their right 
to physical and material security. We also support the development bythe UN of 
improved facilities to prevent human rights abuses in cases of internal conflict.· 
Moreover, the right of refugees to seek and enjoy in other countries asylum from 
persecution must be upheld. 
2. 9 Urgent attention to be given to the needs and protection of all v1ctuns, with 
priority to women, children and the elderly, who are invariably the vast majority 
of all victims of armed conflict. The central role of women must be recognised 
and women must be reasserted in the planning, management and distribution of 
relief assistance, as the best way of ensuring that relief reaches the most 
vulnerable. Their reproductive .. health must be systematically taken into 
consideration. 
Children, in particular, should not be deprived of their home and family, of their 
right to life, physical and psychological health and education, and to a peaceful 
existence. 
2.10 Resources to remain available to meet the challenge of rebuilding war-shattered 
societies and thus consolidate a peace settleme11t and prevent the seeds of future 
disaster from being sown. The links between relief and development must be 
strengthened and local capacity to cope must be reinforced. Reconstruction 
involves not only water systems, bridges and roads but also civil society: the 
demobilisation of soldiers at1d the rebuilding 6f the judiciary and administration 
and of education and social services. Flexible mechanisnis to provide niore funding 
for emergency rehabilitation must be found. At the same time, relief must be 
managed efficiently in order to phase out humanitarian aid as soon as the 
emergency period is over, switching over rapidly to other forms of assistance. 
2. n All concerned to respect the humanitarian and non-political nature of our work, as 
well as our respective mandates, to give us full access to all persons in need, to 
ensure the safety ofhmnanitarianpersonnel, and to provide us with a more secure 
basis for funding. In this cmu1ection we reaffirm international concern and 
· commitment. The resourcefulness of human solidarity is enormous. Yet fatalism 
and compassion fatigue are real threats. Governments and leaders need to recognise 
that, in an ever more interdependent world, the vital interests of every nation in 
global peace and security can only be achieved through concerted international 
action. 
.. 
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[Signed by:] 
Mr Brian Atwood 
USAID Administrator 
Ms Carol Bellamy 
Executive Director of UNICEF 
Ms Catherine Bertini 
Executive Director ofthe World Food Programme (WFP) 
Mrs Emma Bonino 
European Commissioner for Humanitarian Aid 
Mr Agostinho Jardim Gon~alves 
· President of the Liaison Committee .of Development NGOs to the European Union 
Mr Peter Hansen 
United Nations Under-Secretary General r~sponsible for Humanitarian Affairs 
Mrs Sadako Ogata 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
Mrs Doris Schopper 
President of Medecins Sans Frontieres 
lVlr Cornelio Sommaruga 
President of the International Committee of the Red Cross 
Mrs Julia Taft 
president of InterAction (the American Council for Voluntary International Action) 
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ANNEX 2 
List of Di·saster,Preparedness Projects financed in 
1995 
In Central/Latin America and the Caribbean. 
1. Building hazardc.resistant features into Central American schools: 273,000 Ecu 
2. Risk assessment in Costa Rica, Ecuador and Jamaica: 179,000 Ecu 
3. Safer roads and bridges in Central America and the Andean countries: 184,000 
~u . 
4. Safer, healthier housing for.low7income families in Lima, Peru: 34, OOOEcu 
5. A network of experts in Latin America: 70,000 Ecu 
6. Environmental planning in Jamaica: 13,500 Ecu 
7. Developing hurricane-proof low-cost housing in Jamaica: 18,200 Ecu 
8. Disaster mitigation in hospitals and health facilities: formulation of guidelines for 
Latin America and Caribbean Region: 18,400 Ecu 
9. Strengthening institutional capacity in disaster management and prevention in 
Latin America: 148,871 Ecu 
10. Community-based disaster prevention and management in Peru: 93,977 Ecu 
In Asia. 
11. Early warning systems in coasta/Andhra Pradesh, India: 65,000 Ecu 
12. Cyclone preparedness in Andhra Pradesh, India: 37,300 Ecu 
13. Waste management project to prevent outbreaks of plague in Baroda, Gujarat, 
India: 69, OOOEcu 
14. Preparedness training in Myanmar: 225,500 Ecu 
15. Preparedness training in the Philippines: 119,500 Ecu 
16. Preparedness and disaster mitigation in Quang Binh, Vietnam: 209,600 Ecu 
17. Disaster preparedness, mitigation and response project in Nepal: 204,200 Ecu 
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18. Community-based disaster preparedness and management system in Northern 
Bangladesh: 310,086 Ecu · 
In Africa. 
19. Local radio warnings in Sahel countries: 101,000Ecu 
20. Kits for displaced people .in southern Sudan: 458,300 Ecu 
21. Monitoring and preparedness activities in Fogo Island, Cape Verde: 20,700 Eci! 
22. Refugee women and health: relief strategy for self-help in emergency situations . . 
in Ethiopia: 236, 100 Ecu 
In the former Soviet Union. 
23, Landslide prevention in Kyrghyzstan: 110,300 Ecu 
24. Training for emergency personnel in Spitak, Armenia: 67,000 Ecu 
On a global level. 
25. Streamlining procedures for the use of military and civil defence assets in getting 
emergency relief goods to disaster spots, together. with the UN Department of 
Humanitarian Affairs: 178,000 Ecu 
26. Disaster preparedness training programme in Latin America and East Africa, 
together with the International Federation of the Red Cross: 270,066 Ecu 
27. Disaster preparedness programme development and monitoring project, together 
with the Centre for Researcf:l into the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED): 222, 500 
Ecu 
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EU-USAIDHigh Level Meetil)g 
21-22 September in Brussels 
AIDE -MEMOIR£ 
ANNEX 3 
Breakout Session on Humanitarian Assistance 
L P~blic and Political Support-for humanitarian assistance and emergency food aid 
US and EU agreed to mutually reinforce each other's efforts to secure public and 
political support for humanitarian assistance. 
2. Chronic Crises 
Agreement to promote concrete measure to follow up relief 111 terms of 
mobilization of development funds. 
3. Relations with UNHCR 
Agreemerit to suggest tripartite meetings EU-US-UNHCR to discuss operational 
and policy matters with UNHCR. 
Joint consultations with UNHCR to encourage voluntary repatriation in long-term·· 
crises (e.g. in Horn of Africa and Afghanistan) 
4. · Relations with WFP 
Joint consultations With WFP to encourage on-going internal reforms m that 
organisation. 
Joint US-EU consultations on Protracted Refugee Operations (PRO) 
Joii).t prior EU-US consultations prior to CFA (especially on coSt·agreements) 
5. DHA 
Agreement on analysis on DHA's needs to meet goals. 
Continuous US-EU consultations on DHA's horizontal programmes, not least 
Relief\Veb. 
Action: In parallel with DHA's efforts to develop ReliefWeb, EU/US should 
continue their own i1iformation sharing systems. 
Agreement that both sides would consider secondment of staff to DHA on an 
experimental basis to improve the human resource base of tbat organisation. 
6. Joint EU-US Assessments 
Any impediments to joint assessment missions should be removed. 
Joint missions should be considered whenever possible. 
7. Securityin refugee camps 
Support for military to improve camp security was discussed (ref. UNHCR 
support of Zairian troops in Rwanda refugee camps). It was agreed that each 
situatim1 must be considered carefully and prior EU-US consultations were · 
encouraged.· 
8. Relations with Military. 
Agreed that US deployment of humanitarian advisers to military forces (to avoid 
that military action causes unnecessary harm on civilians and humanitarian aid 
personnel) is useful (ref. recent US adviser in former Yugoslavia). 
Suggested that EU huh1ru1itarian advisers should be invited to join US 
humanitarian advisers to militru·y forces on future occasions. 
9. General Operational Coordination 
Move operational coordination to include planning phase ("upriver") to avoid 
overlapping. 
Continue and improve US-EU operational information sharing on decisions taken 
or proposals under consideration. 
Active search on both sides of the Atlantic for complementarity (you provide 
blanket we do food; you do region A, we do region B). . 
Appoint humanitarian US/EU focal points on. both sides of Atlantic responsible 
fu~ . 
( 1) to arrange po.licy discussions 
(2) consultations on UN humanitarian matters and 
(3) to set up meetings of'operational experts. 
10. Staff Relations 
Exchange of Staff 
Mutual training of officials administering hurnanitarian aid. 
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ANNEX 4. 
The NOHA Diploma 
The NOHA (Network On Humanitarian Assistance). Diploma was designed as a means of 
enhancing the professionalism of relief workers. The need had become increasingly obvious 
in view of the considerable increase in disasters calling for humanitarian aid throughout the 
world. Confronted with the dearth of options, at European level, offering specific training in 
this field, at the end of 1993 ECHO launched a multidisciplinary diploma, European in spirit, 
coveri11g the major subjects related to humanitarian work. The NOHA Diploma was 
developed in collaboration with DG XXII {Education, training ahd youth), which is 
responsible for the Erasmus/Socrates programme, within which framew·ork this post-graduate 
diploma is implemente.d. 
Five universities take part in the prograinme: Aix-Marseille III (F), Bochum (D), Deusto-
Bilbao (ES), Unive1~site Catholique de Louvain (B), and Oxford (UK). ' 
The academic year is subdivided into four parts: a two-week intensive programme in one of 
the five universities (at the begi1ming of September), followed by a foundation course at the 
university of origin (October-Februaty), then by specialised tuition in one of the other four 
universities (February-May} and lastly two-months' work experience in international 
organizations,. NGOs or national administrations responsible for humanitarian assistance. 
Subjects taught cover the major aspects of humanitarian aid, namely : international 
humanitarian law, economics, logistics, geopolitics, anthropology, medicine/epidemiology. 
A course book has been written for each of the five modules. These manuals, intended for 
both teachers and students, have been translated into the four worki1ig languages of the 
participating universities. Demand for them has been such, mainly from persons \Vho are 
unable to attend lectures, that it was decided to publish a new, up~to-date edition of the 
manuals in 1996. So as to reach a wider audience, the volumes will be available .for sale. 
Two new modules - geography and psychology - are being writ.ten and will be published in 
September 1996. 
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·ANNEX 5 
ACRONYMS USED IN THE REPORT 
ACP 
CEC 
DG I 
DGIA 
DG IB 
DG VIII· 
DBA 
EC 
ECU 
EU 
- FPA 
HOPE 
ICRC 
·IDNDR· 
IFRC~ 
MCBA 
NGO 
PAHO .·· 
PISG 
. UNHCR 
UNICEF. 
UNRWA 
USAID. 
. WFP 
WHO 
. African, Caribbean and Pa~ific Countries sign~tory tq the Lort1e IV Convention .· 
Commission of the European- Conunuriities {European Cc)mmission) 
Directorate.,.General for External Relations (Trade Policy, Relations with North 
America,. the Far East, Australia and New Zealand) of the· European· 
Commission- · · 
· Directorate., General for External Relations (Europe and the !1ewly independent 
States; common. foreign·· and ·security policy and external" missions) of the 
European Commission . . . . 
Directorate-General for External Relation$ .(Southern Mediterranean, Middle 
East, Latin America, South and South-East Asia and North-South Cooperation) 
·of the European Commission .. . . 
Directorate-General for Development of the European Con~ission 
Department ofHumanitarian Affairs of the United Nations 
Europeai1 Community · 
European Currency Unit (value at date of goirig .to press: 1.33 US dollars, 
1.87 DM) . . 
European Unimi 
Framework PartnershipAgreement . . . 
. Humanitarian Office Programme Enviroriment (ECHO database ~sy~tem} 
Ii1ternational Committee· of the Red'.Cross· · 
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction '(DHA) 
hi.temational ·Federation· of Red .. Cross and Red Crescent Societies 
Military and Civil Defence Assets 
: Non:-Goverhmental Organisation· 
Pan-American Health Organisation . 
Permanent Inter-Service Group on Refugees, Displaced Persons and Return~es 
in third countd,es · 
_United Nations High .Cornmissio.nerfor Refugees 
United Nations Children's. Fund 
UN Relief arid WorksAget;cy for Palestine Refugees in .the Near·East 
. United States Adinini.stration for Interpational Development . 
W 01'1d food Programme 
World Health Organisation 
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STATISTICAL ANNEXES 
NOTE ON THE STATISTICAL ANNEXES . 
. The figures in the annexes for 1995 deal with decisions adopted up to the end of !hat year and 
. contracts concluded· by then. It should be understood that, while the, figure contracted the 
. decisions i.s a final one, funds relating to a number of decisjons will cmly be committed or, 
a fortiot:i, di-sbursed. in 1996 and that, in yiew of the above, the 1995 figures for contracted 
amounts and payments are far from definitive. . . . 
The final figures for 1995 contracts wiltbe included in the Annual Report for 1996. 
it should be noted that ECHO publishes up-to-date quarterly statistics which are available on 
demand. 
. ( 
:· 
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ANNEX 51 
jOVERVIEW OF fiNANCIAL DECISIONS FOR EC HUMANITARIAN AID BY SOURCE OF FINANCE 1991-1995 
(1) NATIONAL INDI~ATNE PROGRAMME FOR SOMALIA 
(2) 5-YEAR ALLOCATION (1991-•95) UNDER LOME N IS 250,000,000 ECU 
(3) DECIDED ON A CASE-BY-CASE BASIS 
('!) IN 1995, THE BUDGET CHAPTER THAT CORRESPONDS TO ECHO BECOMES 87-200 INSTEAD OF 87..SOO 
1993 1 9 9 4 
DECISIONS ! DECISIONS CONTRACTS PAYMENTS 
(in ECU) (in ECU) (in ECU) (in ECU) 
',, 6$00'000 
1 :2116 OOQ 
•>'<' '•''""' •• ,,,''""""'"'' 
,·,,, '',' 
I' in'"' , ,, ,,,,,· ... .:. \ ,.,;.' '-' ,./: 
l:iiiiii:ii,:i'G':i•::iliiill . l:ii''t:,; . <<Y'· • <<,',.·,·: .. 
As per: 09/01196 
1 9 9 5 
DECISIONS CONTRACTS PAYMENTS 
(inECU) (inECU) (inECU) 
,;ij~~··~~~'~<~r,,>i~3&~·o~5H ~ags~?~? < :... < , ,, ~-,.,, .. 
238 339500 123 912 958 47 607 710 
1''1742$'0o.~ ·"':•46boo()l)q';;•'~~·~e:1~p() 1 >fl~aso699 < ,_ 1 >''"' .... ,, .c.2 _4 /, 
33 710 000 29 453 388 21130 160 
1'~6o'odd99~ :~7+aa&llgQ' ?~~o.3 7pl), _226 876033 ',l,. ' • t' 
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li~~~~~~~~~r~~ ~~50090j84~2m2~54~9~1~3~. 
',,, ':.(,''} 
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ANNEXS2 
of Financial Decisions by Countries Benefitting from Humanitarian Aid 1993-94~95 
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COUNTRY/REGION 
EX-YUGOSLAVIA 234 670 000 223 
• 
ANNEXS4 
AS PER. : 69/01/96 
EC CONTRACTS FOR HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE 1991 -92-93-94-95 1· 
~::::::::::~T;.~;P;E~O;F;:::::::::::::;:::~1;9;91;::::;:::;1;9;92;::::;:::;1;99;3;:::~:::;19;9;4;:::::::::::~::::1;9;9;5::::::::::::~ 
CONTRACT 
Decomltmmen1s 
!TOTAL 191 359 784! 331 961 251! 597 954 168! 753 330 535 100,0%!1 494 352 532 
(1) INCLUDlNG NATIONAL :RED CROSS ASSOCIATONS 
(2) TREM.Anfl'.EASONWHYD'l' 1992 Tim CONTRAct AMO'JNTS (122 MECU) ARE SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER THAN THE DECISION AMOUNTS (%8 MECU) IS TIIAT 23 51-ffiC'IJ HAS BEE" DOtECTLY ADMrlflSTEPD BY DG VI (FEOGA) 
ill ACC011DANCE W!rHTiffiCOMMISSlONDEClSIONOF 2JULY 1992 HENCE, CONTRACTS HAVE-BEEN SlGNED 1WDG".1:FOR UII$ AMOUNT ANDNOTECltO THE REMAINING DIFFERENCE (12 ~MEet.') CONSISTS OF 
ACCUMULATED .AND UNtTSED FESERVE$ FROM A LARGE NUMBER OF ACTIONS IN 1992 WHEN ECHO BECAME FULLY OPE.'<.ATIONAL ~EAllY 1991 MEASURES WERE IMMEDlA!ELYTAKEN TO EN$l_Tl.E TiiAT Pll RESERVES 
Af'-.E ErJ1IElt trn1lZEO OR DE COMMITTED SO 'ffiATTHEQlJESTION OF SlJFllNDDfG :RESERVES WIT.LNOT AFlSE AGAIN 
100,0%1 
ANNEX SS 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION (ECHO) FINANCIAL DECISIONS IN FAVOUR OF THE AFFECTED 
BURUNDI/RWANDAN POPULATION since the 21st October 1993 until December 1995 
AMOUNTS IN ECU 
As ret' (lll.January-1 -;.~ 
COUNTRY DATE Reason for.Contribution PARTNER AMOUNT TOTAL 
BURUNDI 25/1,/93 Displaced Populatton ICRC/ONG 1000 000 
25/11/93 Displaced Population UN 1 000 000 
25/11/93 Displaced Population ONG 1 000 000 
22/12/93 Displaced Population ONG 1 000 000 
03/02/94 Displaced Population ONG/UN 1 000 000 
28/03/94 Displaced Population ONG/UN 14 000 000 
17/05/94 Burundi Repatriates and Rwandan Refugees ONG 1 000 ooo 
15/12/94 Displaced Population ONG 5 000 000 
25 000 000 
!REGIONAL 21/12/93 Burundi Refugees ONG/UN/IFRC 18 300 000 
16/03/94 Burundi Refugees ONG/UN. 13 500 000 
27/05/94 Rwandan, Burundi, Tanzania Refugees UNHCR/ICRC 12 000 000 
21/06/94 Rwandan, Burundi, Tanzania Refugees UNHCR 19 000 000 
20/07/94 Rwanda, Burundi,Zaire, Uganda, Tanzania HCR/ONG/IC 12 000 000 
27/07/94 Rwanda, Burundi,Zaire, Uganda, Tanzania '-'N/ONG/ICRC 75 ooo opo 
21/09/94 Refugees & Disp. pop. in Central/East Afric;~ ONG 4 500 000 
20/12/94 Rwandan/Burundi Populations ONGIUN/IFRC 45 000 000 
09/03/95 Rwanda, Burundi, Zaire,Tanzania WFP 12 ooo eoo 
25/07/95 Rwanda, Burundi, Zaire,Tanzania I UNHCR/NGO . 25 000 000 
21/11/95 Rwanda, Burundi, Zaire, Tanzania UN/ONG/ICRC 70000 000 
306 300 000 
iRWANDA 28/10/93 Burundi Refugees ONG 1 000 000 
I 
28/10/93 Burundi Refugees ONG 1 000 DOD 
28/1 0/931Disp[aced population ONG/UN 1 000 DOD 
I 10/11/93 Burundi Refugees UN 1 000 000 
I 15/12/93 Burundi Refugees ONG 1 000 ODD 
I 0"02i941Rof"'~' '"' dl,plgood P"P"'"'"" ICRC/ONG· 8 000 000 i 
I 09/04/94 Conflict . ONG 500 000 ! 
I 12/04/94 jConflict & Drought ONG 1 000 000 
ONG/JCRC 1 000 DOD .. 11/05/94 !Conflict 
"" 0>941Rohoblll<o0o"-'""''""V < W""' GTZ 5 ODD 000 
20 500 000 
I 
,TANZANIA 15/11/93 !Burundi Refugee'i ONG 1 000 000 
I 
I I 11/11/93 :Burundi Refugees UN/ONG 1 000 ODD ! i I 680 000 J 29/04/94 ;Rwandan Refugees ONG I .I 
I 
29/04/94 !Rwandan Refugees ONG 450 000 
. I . 3 130 000 
I 
ZAIRE 15/11/931Burundi Refugees UN/ONG 500 000 
--· 
500:~ 
355 430 000 
. 
TOTAL 1993-December 1995 
tiO 
ANNEX 56 
· . Breakdown-of Community Aid to the Former 
· .. Yugcislavia, 1991-1995 byRep'ublic · 
Republi~ 
Bosnia-Herzegovina 
Croatia (+UNPAS) 
Serbia and Montenegro 
. Slovenia 
F.T,R. ofMacedonia. 
All Republics 
Turkey and Hungary 
Total 
Ofo 
52,4% 
21,4% 
18;0% 
0,7% 
4,2% 
3,1%. 
0,2% 
100°/o 
Breakdown ofCommunity:Aid to the Former· · 
Yugoslavia, 1995 by Reliefitems.· · · 
Relief Items 
.FoodAid 
Sanitation 
Medical Aid 
Logistics 
P.~ychosocial · . 
Emergency Rehabilitation 
Miscellarieouj 
Total 
% 
32,4% 
'8,6% 
16,3% 
8,4% 
. 3,3% 
. 17,6% 
13,3% 
100°/o· 
CANNEXS7 
jBreakd()wn of Items for Humanitarian Assistance I 
(37,9%) FOOD 
(1,3%) CONTINGENCY RESERVE 
(33,2%) N<JI.H'ooD 
.C7,J%) EXPATRIATE STAFF 
(13,8%) TRANSPORT 
1993 
!Breakdown of Items for Humanitariafl Assistance I 
(28,0%) NON-FOOD 
{2,4%) CONTINGENCY RESERVE -, 
, (9,1%) EXPATRIATE STAFF, 
(14,8%) TRANSPORT (9, 1,%) OTHER SERViCES I MISCELLANEOUS 
1994 
I Breakdown oflte,ms for Humanitarian Assistance I 
(16,0%) TRANSPORT 
(28,:i%) NON-FOOD 
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